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Abstract

Pigouvian taxes can fully correct for market failures due to externalities, but actual policies are commonly forced to deviate from the Pigouvian ideal due to administrative or political constraints. This paper derives sufficient statistics, which require a minimum of market information, that quantify the efficiency costs of such constraints on policy design. We demonstrate that, under certain intuitive conditions, standard output from a regression of true externalities on policy variables, including the $R^2$ and the sum of squared residuals, have immediate welfare interpretations—they are sufficient statistics that compare alternative policies. We utilize our approach in three diverse empirical applications: random mismeasurement in externalities, imperfect spatial policy differentiation, and heterogeneity in the longevity of energy-consuming durable goods. Regarding the latter, we use our method and a novel data set and find that policies that regulate vehicle fuel-economy, but ignore the differences in average longevity across types of automobiles, recover only about one-quarter to one-third of the welfare gains achievable by a policy that also takes product longevity into account. In contrast, our other two empirical applications suggest that policy imperfections have only small welfare costs.
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1 Introduction

Many important policies aim to fix market failures due to the existence of an externality. Examples range from taxes on cigarettes, alcohol, or sugary beverages to mandatory immunizations to the regulation of pollution. Since Pigou (1932), economists have understood that market efficiency can be fully restored when externalities are taxed directly and the marginal damage at the optimal quantity is known. Yet, relatively few policies closely follow this prescription. Often it is administratively impossible, technologically too costly, or politically infeasible to price actions according to the externalities that they generate.

Consequently, externality-correcting policies are generally imperfect. Imperfection often takes the following form: the externality is dependent on a set of variables, but policy is contingent on only a subset of those variables or their imperfect proxies. There are many policies from various fields with this form of imperfection. For example, the external damages from sulfur dioxide depend on the amount of pollution emitted, the weather, and the location of emissions relative to population centers. But, sulfur dioxide regulations are based only on emissions quantities. In transportation, congestion externalities are highly concentrated in certain times of day, but most toll prices are uniform or vary only slightly with traffic conditions. In health, the externalities associated with second-hand smoke depend on many factors, including proximity to other people, whether the smoking is indoors or outdoors, etc. But, cigarette taxes are uniform.

In this paper, we develop a model that characterizes the welfare costs of using policies that take this form. We show that, when certain conditions are met, familiar statistics from simple regressions of the true externality on the variables upon which policy is based have direct welfare interpretations. Specifically, deadweight loss scales directly with the sum of squared residuals, and the $R^2$ summarizes the fraction of the first-best welfare gain that is achievable with the second-best policy. That is, the $R^2$ and the sum of squared residuals are sufficient statistics for welfare analysis. We demonstrate the usefulness of the method through three empirical applications.

Our theory posits a standard model of a competitive market with a representative consumer who chooses among a variety of related goods, each of which produce a different level of an externality. A vector of Pigouvian taxes on these goods can achieve the first-best allocation, but we suppose that the planner faces a constraint, so that taxes must be made contingent upon some variable that is imperfectly correlated with the externality. We build on Harberger (1964) in deriving a general equilibrium expression that characterizes the deadweight loss of some alternative set of taxes that deviates from the Pigouvian benchmark using a local approximation. Evaluating this full expression requires information about all cross-product demand derivatives, which will typically be unavailable. However, under some conditions regarding the demand matrix, second-best policies will involve a set of taxes or shadow prices under which cross-price effects cancel each other out. Intuitively, what is required is that the errors in the tax rates (as compared to the Pigouvian ideal) are orthogonal to the cross-product demand derivatives. That is, two products that are closer substitutes for each other do not, on average, have more similar errors in the tax rate.

We show that, when this condition is met, welfare conclusions can be drawn with limited
information. Given data on the distribution of the externality and its degree of correlation with the variables upon which policy is based, one can determine the proportion of the welfare gain achievable by the first-best Pigouvian policy that the second-best policy achieves. Unlike results in the previous literature, this policy comparison does not require an estimate of any behavioral parameters. Given an estimate of the own-price derivative for the goods and the marginal damage due to the externality, the welfare costs of employing second-best policies in lieu of first-best policies can be estimated directly in dollars (rather than as a proportion).

To demonstrate the power of this method, we apply it to three empirical problems, all of which are related to energy efficiency yet span a variety of environmental policies. A first application considers random mismeasurement—energy efficiency is measured according to laboratory test procedures which differ from in-use averages, thereby creating mismeasurement across regulated products. We take advantage of a change in the fuel-economy test procedure for automobiles in the United States to quantify the efficiency cost of basing fuel-economy regulation on the older, noisier test ratings. We argue that the requisite demand assumptions for our model are likely to be met where heterogeneity stems from noise in a test procedure. In this case, we conclude that the second-best policy is quite efficient; it obtains more than 95% of the gains achieved by the first-best policy.

Another application considers spatial differentiation. A given amount of pollution may have quite different health or environmental consequences depending on where it is emitted, but policies often cannot differentiate their treatment of emissions by location. We use our framework to derive sufficient statistics that characterize the welfare costs of imperfect spatial differentiation and quantify those costs for the case of carbon dioxide emissions resulting from the use of electric appliances.\(^1\) Here, differences in emissions across space are due to the fact that emissions from the marginal power plant differ across regions of the country. In this context, the required demand conditions do not hold because tax rate errors will be correlated across products within a region, and products used in the same location must be closer substitutes than products used elsewhere. However, we demonstrate that an alternative regression statistic, the within-\(R^2\) from a regression with spatial fixed effects, has the desired interpretation. We conclude, in our empirical context at least, that the welfare costs of failing to spatially differentiate are small.

The results from a third application, which concerns the regulation of energy-consuming durable goods that have heterogeneous total lifetime utilization, differ sharply from these previous two applications. The lifetime pollution stemming from a durable good depends on both its energy efficiency and its lifetime utilization, but policies that regulate energy efficiency ignore differences

\(^1\text{This adds to a growing literature on spatial heterogeneity in energy and environmental economics. Holland, Mansur, Muller, and Yates (2014) study the difference in emissions savings from subsidies for electric vehicles based on geography. Cullen (2013) and Callaway, Fowlie, and McCormick (2015) explore heterogeneity in emissions reductions in electricity generation from renewables or demand side management. Muller and Mendelsohn (2009), Muller, Mendelsohn, and Nordhaus (2011) and Fowlie and Muller (2013) all study heterogeneity in damages from air pollutants based on their location of emission. None derive or apply sufficient statistics. Mendelsohn (1986) does derive sufficient statistics (though without using the term) related to policy effectiveness in the presence of spatial heterogeneity. That paper, however, assumes a reduced form loss function for suboptimal regulation that disallows any cross effects.}\)
in product longevity. We use a novel data set that indicates the lifetime miles traveled for a large sample of automobiles. We quantify that average lifetime miles traveled by individual vehicles of a particular model vary substantially across different models. This implies that vehicle models with the same fuel-economy rating in fact have very different levels of expected lifetime carbon dioxide emissions. We conclude that actual fuel-economy policies, which treat such vehicles identically, recover only about one-quarter to one-third of the welfare gain compared to a policy that considers both fuel economy and vehicle longevity. This result is robust even when we relax key assumptions about demand.

To motivate our approach, Figure 1 shows the relationship between fuel-economy ratings and estimates of average lifetime carbon emissions for different types of automobiles constructed from our data. Each data point represents the average lifetime CO\textsubscript{2} emissions across a number of individual vehicles of the same model (e.g., all 2012 Toyota Camry LE observations are combined into one data point). The solid line is the linear best fit. Dispersion in the data comes from heterogeneity in lifetime mileage; if all vehicles had the same lifetime mileage, the data would lie on a straight line. Federal fuel-economy standards that attempt to correct the carbon externality are constrained in that they impose implicit taxes on vehicles that are a linear function of each vehicle’s official fuel-consumption rating; they cannot be based on average lifetime mileage. Our theory shows that, under some conditions, the second-best fuel-economy standard creates implicit taxes equal to the OLS prediction line and the $R^2$ from this regression—0.29 in the case of Figure 1—is an estimate of the fraction of the first-best welfare gain that is achieved by this second-best fuel-economy policy.

This third application makes a unique contribution to the literature in energy and environmental economics that studies energy efficiency policies. No prior research, to our knowledge, has considered the implications of heterogeneity in lifetime utilization for the design of energy efficiency policies, and we find that it has large welfare implications. This adds a new, and apparently economically important, dimension to the analysis of energy efficiency programs generally and to the specific case of comparisons between the gasoline tax and fuel-economy standards.\textsuperscript{2} Similar issues arise for any policy that mandates pollution-control technology (like scrubber mandates for coal-fired power plants).

We also contribute to the sufficient statistics literature in public finance by being the first to note that familiar regression statistics can have welfare interpretations, and by extending the literature to the study of externalities, energy and the environment. This is especially useful in the broad and traditionally structural literature on second-best energy and environmental policy design. Chetty (2009) documents a broad set of topics that have been considered by the literature

\textsuperscript{2}For reviews of this literature for automobiles, see Harrington, Parry, and Walls (2007); Anderson, Parry, Sallee, and Fischer (2011); Anderson and Sallee (2015). Existing research, including Fullerton and West (2002), Fullerton and West (2010) and Feng, Fullerton, and Gan (2013), has considered how heterogeneity across consumers in driving behavior influences optimal policy design and welfare consequences, and Knittel and Sandler (2013) examine similar questions related to heterogeneity across individual automobiles in their local air pollution emissions rates. But, none consider heterogeneity in average lifetime utilization.
Figure 1: The Relationship Between Lifetime CO₂ Emissions and Fuel Efficiency

Note: An observation is the average lifetime miles driven for a particular vehicle model, across many individual units, divided by the fuel-economy rating and multiplied by the tons of CO₂ per gallon of gasoline. The sample is restricted to models for which we observe at least 200 retirements from model years 1988 to 1992. The data are described in detail in Section 3. The solid line is an OLS regression line.

On sufficient statistics in public economics, but he cites no papers focused on externalities.³ Hendren (Forthcoming) does briefly note that, in order to fully assess a policy in the presence of externalities, one needs to know the effect of the policy on the externality net of many general equilibrium (cross-price) effects across a variety of related goods, but that paper does not propose a way to estimate this net effect. In contrast, our analysis articulates conditions under which this net effect can be estimated with a minimum of market information. One paper that invokes the sufficient statistics tradition and does explicitly consider energy is Allcott, Mullainathan, and Taubinsky (2014), which models energy efficiency policy when heterogeneous consumers may undervalue energy efficiency due to limited rationality. They model a discrete choice between an efficient or inefficient good and derive sufficient statistics for the optimal combination of energy taxes and subsidies for energy efficient products.

While we investigate three empirical applications related to energy and environmental policy, we emphasize that it should be feasible to use our method in a broad set of applications. The key

³Recent work has included not only traditional questions in taxation (Feldstein 1999; Goulder and Williams 2003; Kleven and Kreiner 2006; Saez, Slemrod, and Giertz 2012; Hendren Forthcoming), but also studies of social insurance (Baily 1978; Chetty 2006), health insurance (Einav, Finkelstein, and Cullen 2010), and limited rationality (Chetty, Looney, and Kroft 2009; Allcott, Mullainathan, and Taubinsky 2014).
The data requirement is some measure of the distribution of the externality and its correlation with the variables upon which policy is contingent. For a few more examples, consider the policies we described at the beginning of this introduction. The efficiency of sulfur dioxide trading programs could be assessed using estimates of the spatial distribution of marginal damages generated by Muller and Mendelsohn (2009) and Muller, Mendelsohn, and Nordhaus (2011). The efficiency of various congestion pricing policies could be estimated using existing traffic data, such as the high frequency records from thousands of locations in the California highway system (Caltrans 2016). Data on second-hand smoke exposure at home and in the workplace from the National Adult Tobacco Survey for the U.S. or the Global Adult Tobacco Survey could be used to estimate the efficiency of cigarette taxes as tools for mitigating externalities from second-hand smoke.

The balance of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we develop the theory for deriving sufficient statistics. In Section 3 we apply these results to heterogeneity in the longevity of automobiles. In Section 4 we apply our method to the case of random mismeasurement in externalities, using a recent change in fuel-economy testing procedures for automobiles. Section 5 considers spatial heterogeneity in emissions from identical products used in different locations, using carbon emissions from refrigerators as an example. Section 6 concludes.

2 Theory for Deriving Sufficient Statistics

The goal of our model is to facilitate analysis of the efficiency costs of externality-correcting policies that deviate from the theoretical ideal. Actual policies may be less efficient than an ideal policy for a variety of reasons, including political constraints, technological cost, and administrative feasibility. Often policy limitations come in the form of dimensional simplicity: externalities are determined by several factors, but policy is contingent upon only a subset of them. Our aim is to establish conditions under which the efficiency costs of such a policy constraint can be understood with a minimum of market information; that is, we seek sufficient statistics for policy evaluation.

We first present our setup and notation. We then derive a general expression that approximates the deadweight loss of using some alternative policy in lieu of the ideal. We next specify assumptions under which this general expression collapses to a simpler result that requires only a few pieces of information about the market.

To better isolate our phenomenon of interest, we emphasize a simple model in which the only market failure is an externality—we assume perfect competition, a representative consumer and no technological change. In this setting, a Pigouvian tax on the products in the market will achieve the first-best allocation, and we evaluate alternative policies against this theoretical benchmark. In choosing which alternative policies to evaluate, we focus on second-best policies that are chosen

---

4 Spatial heterogeneity is not the only factor that determines the efficiency of SO₂ trading. Montero (1999), for example, demonstrates that adverse selection in voluntary opt-in to the SO₂ trading program in the U.S. had significant efficiency impacts in the program’s early years.

5 For details on those data sources, see [http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/data_statistics/surveys/nats/index.htm](http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/data_statistics/surveys/nats/index.htm) and [http://www.who.int/tobacco/surveillance/gats/en/](http://www.who.int/tobacco/surveillance/gats/en/).
against some exogenous constraint. We describe policies as taxes on products, but this is equivalent to regulatory policies that create implicit taxes (shadow prices) on products.

## 2.1 Model setup

We model a representative consumer in a perfectly competitive market. The economy has products indexed \( j = 1, \ldots, J \). The consumer chooses quantities of each, denoted \( x_j \). The consumer derives utility, \( U \), from the consumption of these products according to the function \( U(x_1, \ldots, x_J) \), which we assume is twice differentiable, increasing, and weakly concave in each argument. We denote the cost of production by \( C(x_1, \ldots, x_J) \), which we assume is twice differentiable, increasing and weakly convex in each argument. There is an exogenous amount of income in the economy, \( M \), and all remaining income is consumed in a quasilinear numeraire, \( n \). We do not model the endogenous entry and exit of products into the market.\(^6\) As such, ours is a short-run model, though it is not difficult to allow for zero quantities so that the product vector represents potential products.\(^7\)

Each product may contribute to an externality, denoted \( \phi \). We assume the externality is a linear function of the total consumed of each good. That is, \( \phi = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \phi_j x_j \), where \( \phi_j \) is the marginal damage per unit of good \( j \).\(^8\) We assume that \( \phi_j \) is fixed—that is, the marginal externality from each product is not itself a function of the policy regime. This is a natural assumption in many situations, but it has some particular implications for comparing first- and second-best policies when the goods in question are durable goods that consumers can choose to use more or less intensively. We return to these issues where relevant in our empirical applications, and we enumerate this assumption for ease of later reference.

**Assumption 1.** Marginal social damages from each product, \( \phi_j \), are fixed.

A natural way to think of our setup is that it models a sector of the economy—e.g., \( j \) indexes types of refrigerators, and \( n \) is a separable bundle that represents all other goods. Each of the goods in the sector contributes varying amounts, \( \phi_j \), to a common externality—e.g., the use of each refrigerator over its lifetime leads to a different amount of carbon dioxide, discounted to the present. The consumer ignores the externality when making choices, and the goal of the planner is to use taxes to internalize the externality.

The planner can impose product taxes, denoted \( t_j \). With competitive supply, the equilibrium price of a product to suppliers, denoted \( p_j \), will equal marginal cost. We assume that consumers remit taxes, so that the price to consumers is \( p_j + t_j \). Revenue is recycled lump-sum to consumers.

\(^6\)For a treatment of how product redesigns can influence the design of tax system that is limited in its ability to assign unique tax rates to each product, see Gillitzer, Kleven, and Slemrod (Forthcoming).

\(^7\)For notational ease, we assume non-zero quantities throughout, so that all first-order conditions are equalities.

\(^8\)Note that for externalities with nonlinear effects, this setup can be understood as a local approximation.
through a grant $D$. The consumer acts as a price taker. The consumer’s optimization problem is:

$$
\max_{x_1, \ldots, x_J} Z = U(x_1, \ldots, x_J) + n
$$

s.t. $\sum_{j=1}^{J} (p_j + t_j)x_j + n \leq M + D$. (1)

The consumer’s first-order conditions imply that $\frac{\partial U}{\partial x_j} = (p_j + t_j)$. Under marginal cost pricing, this implies that $\frac{\partial U}{\partial x_j} - \frac{\partial C}{\partial x_j} = t_j$, which is just the standard tax wedge between marginal utility and marginal cost.

Social welfare $W$ is the utility from the product bundle, the numeraire (substituted out for the budget constraint), and the externality:

$$
W = U(x_1, \ldots, x_J) + M - C(x_1, \ldots, x_J) - \sum_{j=1}^{J} \phi_j x_j. \quad (2)
$$

We say the planner is unconstrained when she can set a unique tax rate on each product. In this case, the planner’s problem is:

$$
\max_{t_1, \ldots, t_J} W = U(x_1, \ldots, x_J) + M - C(x_1, \ldots, x_J) - \sum_{j=1}^{J} \phi_j x_j. \quad (3)
$$

The first-order condition for product $j$ is:

$$
\frac{dW}{dt_j} = \sum_{k=1}^{J} \left( \frac{\partial U}{\partial x_k} - \frac{\partial C}{\partial x_k} - \phi_k \right) \frac{\partial x_k}{\partial t_j} = \sum_{k=1}^{J} (t_k - \phi_k) \frac{\partial x_k}{\partial t_j} = 0, \quad (4)
$$

where the second equality follows from substituting the consumer’s first-order condition.

All $J$ first-order conditions for the planner will be met if and only if $t_j = \phi_j \forall j$. That is, the planner’s solution is a vector of Pigouvian taxes; each product’s tax rate is set equal to its marginal external damage. This is to be expected, as our setup is a standard tax model. The Pigouvian tax vector is our benchmark policy, under which there is no deadweight loss. We next derive an expression for the deadweight loss of imposing some alternative tax schedule in lieu of this benchmark.

### 2.2 Characterizing deadweight loss

To characterize the deadweight loss induced by an alternative tax schedule, we follow the sufficient statistics tradition of differentiating $W$ with respect to the tax and integrating between a zero tax and the arbitrary tax vector. Let any generic tax schedule be denoted as $\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_J$. We characterize the welfare loss of moving from the ideal tax schedule $t_j = \phi_j$ to $t_j = \tau_j$ by specifying a weighted average of the two tax schedules and then integrating the marginal welfare losses of moving the
weights from $\phi_j$ to $\tau_j$. We denote the difference in welfare between the two schedules as $DWL(\tau)$.

In line with the sufficient statistics literature, we assume that demand derivatives are constant over the relevant range of taxes. We also assume that producer prices are unchanged, which implies constant marginal cost. Where demand derivatives or marginal costs are non-constant, this can be interpreted as a local approximation.

**Assumption 2.** Demand derivatives $\frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_k}$ are constant between $\phi_j$ and $\tau_j$ for all $j$ and $k$.

Under the assumption of constant demand derivatives, the efficiency loss incurred from imposing any arbitrary tax schedule $\tau$ in lieu of the first-best Pigouvian tax schedule can be written as:

$$W(t = \phi) - W(t = \tau) \equiv DWL(\tau) = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} (\tau_j - \phi_j) (\tau_k - \phi_k) \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_k}. \quad (5)$$

The proof, along with all others, is in Appendix A. This formula is in the form of a set of Harberger triangles, and indeed the same result (although without externalities) is in Harberger (1964). When $\tau_j = \phi_j$, each term in the summation will be zero. Note that the Harberger triangles include a complete set of both own-price effects and cross-price effects.

To better understand the content of equation (5) we substitute $e_j \equiv (\tau_j - \phi_j)$, where $e_j$ is the “error” in the tax rate, and decompose the own and cross effects:

$$-2 \times DWL(\tau) = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} e_j e_k \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_k} \quad (6)$$

$$= \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j^2 \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} + \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k \neq j} e_j e_k \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_k}. \quad (7)$$

Formulas (6) and (7) are quite general. But, using these formulas to evaluate policy alternatives requires knowledge of the complete demand matrix, including all cross-price derivatives. This information will frequently be unavailable.

Under some conditions, however, the expression will simplify further and policy evaluation will require less information.\(^9\) In particular, if demand derivatives are uncorrelated with the policy error along the dimensions in assumption 3 below then deadweight loss will be proportional to the squared tax “errors” and own-price derivatives.

**Assumption 3.** Tax errors $e_j$ are uncorrelated with own-price derivatives: $\text{cov}(e_j, \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j}) = 0$; cross-price derivatives: $\text{cov}(e_{-j}, \frac{\partial x_{-j}}{\partial t_j}) = 0 \ \forall j$; and average cross-price derivatives: $\text{cov}(e_j, \frac{\partial x_{-j}}{\partial t_j}) = 0$.

\(^9\)Goulder and Williams (2003) also build from the general Harberger formula and present a simplified expression for the excess burden of taxation that does not require estimates of all cross-derivatives. They study interactions between commodity and labor taxes, a very different setting from ours.
The average cross-price derivative for product $j$ is $\frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} = \frac{\sum_{k \neq j} \partial x_k}{\sum_{k} \partial x_k}$. This assumption will hold if externalities, conditional on policy, are orthogonal to demand, which is a plausible property of second-best policies. Nevertheless, correlations between demand derivatives and tax errors could violate assumption 3 and so we explore a set of extensions later in the paper: the first portion of assumption 3 is relaxed in Proposition 2 and we relax the cross-price derivative portion in Section 3. Finally, when considering our third empirical application in Section 5, we derive a different set of sufficient statistics for cases where an assumption about discrete choice models, in place of assumption 3, leads to an alternative simplification. We discuss the economic implications of assumption 3 in detail in Section 2.3 below.

The absence of correlations between tax errors and price derivatives, even when allowing very general patterns of substitution otherwise, leads to the following expression: Under assumptions 1 to 3, and assuming unbiasedness on average so that $\sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j = 0$, the deadweight loss of the tax is given by:

$$\text{DWL} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{J - \eta}{J - 1} \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j^2,$$

where $\eta$ is the fraction of overall substitution going to the numeraire, typically bounded between 0 and 1.\textsuperscript{10} The entire adjustment factor, $\frac{J - \eta}{J - 1}$, is in turn very close to one as long as the number of products $J$ is relatively large. The algebra leading to equation (8) appears in Appendix A.

### 2.3 Sufficient statistics for second-best policies

We now apply the welfare formulas above to second-best policies, involving constraints on the tax vector leading to deviations from the first-best vector. Constraints on the tax policy can be described quite generally as follows: Denote some vector of characteristics $A$ that determine a product’s externality: $\phi_j(A)$. We suppose that the tax rate is a function of some other (possibly overlapping) vector of attributes $B$: $\tau(B)$. For example, the lifetime carbon emissions from an automobile depend on both its fuel-economy rating and the number of miles it is driven over its life, but fuel-economy policies are based only on fuel-economy ratings. In this case, $A = \{\text{fuel economy, lifetime mileage}\}$ and $B = \{\text{fuel economy}\}$. Again, we suppose that $A$ and $B$ may differ because of administrative feasibility, political constraints, technological cost, or other factors. We take as given that there is some reason for imperfect policy design.\textsuperscript{11}

For expositional ease, we first derive results for the case where $B$ contains one exogenous variable, denoted $f_j$, and the tax policy takes the form of a linear function of $f_j$. Then the policy choice is

---

\textsuperscript{10}$\eta$ is defined as 1 minus the overall fraction of substitution staying within the $J$ products: $\eta = 1 - \frac{\sum_{j} \sum_{j} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j}}{\sum_{j} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j}}$.

\textsuperscript{11}We consider relative benefits of policies but the final policy choice also depends on relative costs (e.g., administrative or technology costs). Our method provides a bound on the costs that would make the less precise policy better overall. Note that, in our three empirical examples, the barriers to implementing the first-best policy are largely political. The political economy behind these barriers is an intriguing area of study of its own.
to choose $\alpha$ and $\beta$ where $\tau_j = \alpha + \beta f_j$. It is straightforward to modify our derivation to include many variables (see Proposition 2) though we still require that the tax policy can be written as linear in parameters for any combination of the variables included in $B$—including higher-order transformations and interactions. The linear-in-parameters assumption is important because we relate deadweight loss to ordinary least squares.

The planner’s second-best problem is to choose $\alpha$ and $\beta$ to minimize deadweight loss:

$$\min_{\alpha, \beta} DWL(\tau) = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} (\phi_j - \alpha - \beta f_j)(\phi_k - \alpha - \beta f_k) \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial \tau_k}. \quad (9)$$

One candidate solution to this problem will be to choose $\alpha$ and $\beta$ via an ordinary least squares regression across goods of $\phi_j$ on $f_j$. The tax errors above become the residual from an OLS fit of $\phi_j$ on $f_j$: $\varepsilon_j = \phi_j - \alpha^{\text{OLS}} - \beta^{\text{OLS}} f_j$. We will refer to these residuals as the “structural errors” under the second-best policy. They represent the portion of the externality that is not predicted by the variable upon which policy is based, $f_j$ in this case. In the example cited above, $f_j$ would be fuel economy, and $\varepsilon_j$ would represent the portion of lifetime carbon emissions for vehicle $j$ that is not predicted by its fuel economy, which depends on how vehicle $j$’s lifetime mileage differs from the average.

When the structural errors are uncorrelated with product substitutability (satisfying assumption 3), we show that the second-best policy will be the solution to a linear best fit of the externality to the attribute. We first discuss the key economic implications of the assumptions needed for the result. The first part of assumption 3 says that the strength of own-price derivatives is not correlated with a product’s structural error; i.e., whatever factors that determine the externality but are omitted from the policy function do not also indicate stronger or weaker own-price responses. Proposition 2 relaxes this assumption. Doing so is important in empirical applications where some products are demanded in much larger quantities than others (and so have larger own-price derivatives, all else equal), but we begin here with the simplest least-squares setting.

The second part of assumption 3 has more economic content; it says that the difference between the structural errors in the tax rates between two products is no smaller or larger when the two products are closer substitutes. The errors in tax rates represent the residual variation in the externality, after conditioning on the attribute upon which policy is contingent, $f$. Consider the vehicle example. Two vehicles with similar externalities ($\phi$) will be closer substitutes, provided that vehicle fuel economy ($f$) is a factor that determines vehicle choice, because $\phi$ is mechanically related to $f$. But, assumption 3 can still be met if, after conditioning on fuel economy, the residual variation in the externality $\phi$ is not correlated with substitutability. Whether this will be true depends on the variables that are included in the policy and the source of residual variation in the externality. We discuss assumption 3 in more detail for each of our empirical applications.\(^{12}\)

\(^{12}\)To preview, Section 3 demonstrates that even when allowing for correlation between cross-price derivatives and structural errors, $R^2$ remains a very close approximation for the fraction of welfare recovered by the policy. We argue in Section 4 that the assumption is also likely to be reasonable for policies based on noisy energy efficiency ratings. In our final application, taxes on electricity-consuming home appliances, the cross-effects will be large but we can
When assumptions 1 to 3 hold, the second-best policy (the solution to the problem stated in equation (9)) will be to choose α and β to be the OLS solutions from fitting the externality to the policy variable. This is stated in Proposition 1:

**Proposition 1.** Under assumptions 1 to 3 applied to the structural errors, the second-best policy is the OLS fit of \( \phi_j \) to \( f_j \), and the deadweight loss is proportional to the sum of squared residuals multiplied by the average own-price derivative:

\[
DWL = -\frac{1}{2} \frac{J - \eta}{J - 1} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} SSRT \approx -\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} SSR.
\]

(10)

The proof is in Appendix A. The intuition is as follows. When the externalities, conditional on characteristics that are in the policy function, are uncorrelated with product substitutability then the deadweight loss is a linear function of the sum of squared tax errors and the sum of errors (bias in the tax) squared. We show that this objective function is minimized by the same line that minimizes the sum of squared tax errors: a simple OLS fit. We show below how weighted least squares provides a similar solution when own-price derivatives may be correlated with the error.

In turn, the resulting deadweight loss is the sum of squared residuals from the OLS regression scaled by the average demand derivative and an adjustment factor that is close to unity when the number of products \( J \) is large. With information about the average own-price derivative and data on actual externalities and the attribute upon which policy is based, one can estimate the deadweight loss of the policy constraint. The average own-price derivative of products and the \( SSR \) are sufficient statistics.

Moreover, the \( R^2 \) from this regression is a sufficient statistic that summarizes the percentage of welfare gain that could be achieved by the Pigouvian benchmark that is achievable by the second-best constrained policy. The percentage gain in welfare must be defined relative to some benchmark. The \( R^2 \) is defined relative to a benchmark policy that imposes a single unbiased tax rate on all products.\(^\text{13}\)

**Corollary 1.** Under assumptions 1 to 3, the \( R^2 \) from the OLS fit of \( \phi_j \) to \( f_j \) represents the percentage of the welfare gain of the Pigouvian tax (relative to a baseline of a second-best constrained tax all products equally) that is achieved by the second-best linear tax on \( f_j \) (relative to the same baseline):

\[
R^2 = \frac{DWL(\tau = \alpha^{OLS} + \beta^{OLS} f_j) - DWL(\tau = k)}{DWL(\tau = \phi) - DWL(\tau = k)}.
\]

(11)

Under our assumptions, the \( R^2 \) relaxes the information requirement of knowing own-price derivatives and also eliminates the small adjustment factor involving \( \eta \). No moments of the demand system are required to calculate this sufficient statistic. This makes assessing the relative welfare gain very still derive a different sufficient statistic by imposing a realistic regional structure on the demand matrix (Section 5).

\(^{13}\)The application of the deadweight loss formula in equation (8) to this benchmark requires applying assumptions 1 to 3. When we relax assumption 3 in Section 3 we also relax its application to the benchmark policy.
intuitive and easy: all that is required is running a simple OLS regression of the actual externality for each product on the variables used in the policy function.

Extending the model to allow for multiple attributes in the policy function and relaxing assumption 3 to allow correlation between errors and own-price derivatives leads to a very intuitive relationship with weighted multivariate regression:

**Proposition 2.** Under assumptions 1, 2 and the cross-derivative portions of 3, the second-best policy is the generalized least squares fit of $\phi_j$ to a vector of attributes $f_j$, where the weighting matrix is diagonal with each entry equal to the own-price derivative for product $j$.

Given information about the own-price derivatives of each product, a researcher could calculate the GLS estimator and derive parallel welfare results for this case. The proof appears in Appendix A. Further, when relaxing assumption 3 altogether, the second-best policy is the GLS fit of $\phi$ to $f_j$ where the weighting matrix is the full demand matrix. We do not emphasize this result because it requires additional information about the demand system, but in many instances this formula would be useful for robustness analysis.

The results in this section demonstrate that—under assumptions that are often plausible—the deadweight loss of deviating from the Pigouvian benchmark can be calculated with limited information about the market. The welfare gains possible in the second best relative to those in the first best can be calculated with even less information. In the next three sections we demonstrate that these theoretical results have empirical relevance by illustrating three situations in which a sufficient statistic useful for evaluating policy can be derived from this framework.

### 3 Application 1: Automobiles and Longevity

Our first—and principal—application concerns heterogeneity in the lifetime utilization of durable goods that are regulated based on their energy efficiency. The total externality caused by a durable good depends on both its energy efficiency and its lifetime utilization; e.g., a car’s lifetime gasoline consumption depends on fuel economy and miles driven. Were all products utilized the same amount, a set of product taxes based only on energy efficiency could be efficient. But, heterogeneity in lifetime utilization of products with the same energy efficiency rating implies that energy efficiency policy is inherently flawed. No previous paper has pointed this out, despite a voluminous literature that explores the welfare implications of energy efficiency policies.

We consider the case of automobiles. We use a novel data set that records the mileage of vehicles shortly before they are retired from the fleet to estimate the average lifetime mileage for different car models. We transform this into lifetime greenhouse gas emissions using the model’s official fuel-economy rating.\(^{14}\) We then evaluate the efficiency of second-best policies that tax automobiles

\(^{14}\)We abstract from carbon emissions related to construction and scrappage of vehicles because standard estimates suggest that these emissions make up only 8% of life cycle emissions (National Research Council 2010). The remainder is due to gasoline consumption. Moreover, to the extent that these emissions are the same across models, incorporating them would have no effect on our welfare calculations. Only heterogeneous life cycle emissions matter.
according to only their fuel economy using our sufficient statistics. Such a policy will under-tax long-lived vehicles, whose lifetime emissions will be higher than predicted by fuel economy alone, and it will over-tax short-lived vehicles. Our theoretical model allows us to quantify the resulting inefficiency.

Before proceeding, we note the significance for this particular application of the assumptions underlying the model of Section 2. First, our model assumes that policy errors are uncorrelated with the demand system in several ways. But, we relax that assumption empirically by allowing vehicles with more similar longevity and more similar fuel economy to be closer substitutes. Introducing these correlations turns out to have limited impact; our results are robust. Second, in treating the externality attached to each product as fixed, our model abstracts from the intensity of use margin. This is relevant for the policy interpretation of our results, which we discuss further in Section 3.1.

Third, our model is for a representative consumer. Individual drivers may have different on-road fuel consumption rates for identical cars due to differences in driving styles and conditions (Langer and McRae 2014). Differences in maintenance or accident risk may imply that some drivers “use up” a vehicle faster than others, so that expected lifetime mileage for a car depends on driver behavior. We abstract from these considerations, both because of data limitations and because we doubt their quantitative significance for several reasons. First, we are concerned only with the heterogeneity in ex ante expected lifetime mileage across vehicle types, not the heterogeneity across individual units of a given type. Individual units will be scrapped at different times due to random failure and accidents, but if this is unknown at the time of purchase, it will not affect consumer choice and therefore would be orthogonal to our welfare comparisons. Thus, driver heterogeneity is relevant only to the extent that different types of drivers sort into different vehicles systematically in response to changing taxes. Second, our model does permit heterogeneity in miles driven per year—all calculations are done in terms of total miles driven from new until scrappage, regardless of calendar age. Heterogeneity in annual usage matters only to the extent that faster or slower rates of utilization affect the total expected lifetime mileage of the vehicle. Third, the fact that most cars have several owners over their life will tend to de-couple any individual owner from the vehicle and will mitigate concerns related to individual heterogeneity.

3.1 Policy implications of our results: CAFE versus the gasoline tax

Our model abstracts from well-known concerns about the welfare properties of energy efficiency policies in order to isolate the welfare implications of heterogeneous lifetime utilization. But we wish to interpret our results for automobiles as informing the debate between fuel economy standards and gasoline taxation, in which case it is important to keep these other issues in mind. We discuss these issues briefly here.

\[\text{15} \text{Put differently, all of our results are robust to allowing for random product failure, with } \phi_j \text{ interpreted as the mean externality—so long as the random failure rates are not endogenous to product taxes. The model fully accommodates variation in unit-level product failure due to differences across consumers (i.e., some people drive more per year, or perform worse maintenance) so long as these heterogeneous types react homogeneously to tax changes, which is the standard representative consumer assumption applied to our setting.}\]
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The prior literature on energy efficiency policies focused on two main sources of inefficiency. First, such policies fail to incentivize abatement on the intensive margin; e.g., a fuel-economy standard can get people to buy the optimal vehicle, but they will not drive the optimal number of miles. Our model abstracts from that by assuming that the externality attached to each vehicle is fixed. Note, however, that we are concerned with lifetime mileage, so the intensity of use margin that concerns us is only the scrappage decision, not miles traveled per year.\(^\text{16}\) Second, revenue-neutral energy efficiency policies fail to get the average price of goods right; e.g., a fuel-economy standard can get the relative price of inefficient versus efficient cars right, but all cars will be too inexpensive and the car market will be too large overall.\(^\text{17}\)

Our welfare analysis considers two alternative tax structures, a second-best tax that imposes a tax on each vehicle that is a linear function of its fuel economy rating, and a first-best tax that imposes taxes according to the externality. This abstracts from the market size effects (by assuming both tax schedules are correct on average) and the intensive margin effect (which is omitted from both policies and therefore likely has limited impact on the proportional gains we emphasize), and bases the policy comparison only on differences related to tax rate errors driven by heterogeneity in longevity.

Fuel-economy standards (like the Corporate Average Fuel Economy, or CAFE, program in the U.S.) create shadow prices on vehicles that are a linear function of the vehicles’ fuel consumption rates.\(^\text{18}\) Historically, that shadow price varied across firms, but many policies, including CAFE, now allow cross-firm trading, so that one shadow price should prevail across the market. As such, CAFE creates incentives that are quite similar to the linear tax we model. In contrast, a gasoline tax would tax vehicles according to their lifetime externality. Thus, to the extent that consumers are aware of product durability and have a rational forward-looking valuation of fuel costs, a gasoline tax would provide the efficient price signal that depends on both fuel economy and lifetime mileage.\(^\text{19}\)

Thus, our \(R^2\) results can be interpreted as estimates of the fraction of the welfare gain from a gasoline tax that can be achieved by a second-best fuel-economy regulation. But, this comparison overstates the relative efficiency of fuel-economy regulation because it ignores the fact that a gasoline tax would also achieve gains along the scrappage (intensity of use) margin, and because a gasoline tax would correct the overall size of the car market by raising the price of all automobiles. In brief, our comparison—within which CAFE is made to look quite poor performing—understates the real welfare losses incurred from using CAFE instead of a tax on gasoline.

\(^\text{16}\)See Jacobsen and van Benthem (2015) for evidence on how scrappage decisions influence the welfare implications of fuel-economy regulations.
\(^\text{17}\)See Holland, Hughes, and Knittel (2009) for an exploration of how performance standards create inefficiencies due to their average price effects.
\(^\text{18}\)Ito and Sallee (2015) show that this is true even under new attribute-based standards.
\(^\text{19}\)Regarding the latter point, recent research is broadly consistent with rational valuation of fuel economy (Busse, Knittel, and Zettelmeyer 2013; Allcott and Wozny 2014; Grigolon, Reynaert, and Verboven 2014; Sallee, West, and Fan Forthcoming).
3.2 Data

Our data come from the California Smog Check program, which records the odometer reading for all tested vehicles. We merge these data with a national registration database that identifies when a vehicle has been retired from the U.S. fleet, and take the last observed odometer reading before a vehicle’s retirement as the measure of its lifetime mileage. We aggregate individual observations to the VIN10 level (the finest distinction of a unique car type possible in our data, which delineates a vehicle by make, model, model year, engine size and, often, transmission, drive type, body style and trim) and VIN8 level (which encompasses the same vehicle characteristics as the VIN10 but aggregates across model years). We divide lifetime mileage by official fuel-economy ratings to estimate lifetime gallons consumed.\(^{20}\)

We do not observe all units, which creates the possibility of measurement error and censorship bias. Regarding the former, we are concerned with the average mileage at scrappage of cars, but we observe only a sample, which could create classical mismeasurement, which would bias downwards the \(R^2\). In Section 3.3 and 3.4 we demonstrate that this bias is very small for our sample. Regarding the latter, we do not observe cars under six years old (as they are usually not required to be tested), cars that were retired before our data began, or cars that were still in the fleet when our data ended. These missing observations could bias our results in either direction, but we demonstrate through several procedures that this censorship bias is apparently small and likely causes us to slightly overstate the efficiency of fuel-economy policies. We use comprehensive national registration data from R.L. Polk to address concerns related to missing data. More details about our data are included in Appendix C.

3.3 Empirical Results

In Section 2 we showed that, when the assumptions of our model hold, the \(R^2\) from a regression of the externality on the policy variable is equal to the fraction of the welfare gain achieved by the first-best policy that can be achieved by the optimal second-best linear policy. In this section, we report the \(R^2\) from several alternative specifications. In Section 3.4 we explore further robustness checks. In Section 3.5, we use estimates of the social cost of carbon and the derivative of vehicle demand with respect to price to convert the \(R^2\) into deadweight loss measured in dollars.

We begin by showing the data for our preferred sample in a scatterplot. Figure 2 shows a scatterplot of the relationship between a vehicle’s total lifetime externality (gallons of gasoline) and its official fuel consumption rating, for both cars and trucks, along with the OLS fitted line. A point in the figure corresponds to the average lifetime gasoline consumption at the VIN10-prefix level. It ignores within-VIN10 variation in gasoline consumption. The sample in the figure is restricted to model years 1988 to 1992, the years for which censoring is least problematic (more on this below),

\(^{20}\)This abstracts from the timing of emissions. That is, we sum total miles driven and do not discount them into the present value at the time when a car is new. We do so not only for simplicity, but also because many climate models and the current federal guidelines suggest that the time path of the social cost of carbon rise at roughly the rate of interest. This means that social cost growth offsets discounting.
Figure 2: The Relationship Between Lifetime Gasoline Consumption and Fuel Efficiency

Note: The unit of observation is a type of vehicle (a VIN10-prefix). Gallons consumed is the average across observations for that type. The sample is restricted to models for which we observe at least 200 vehicle retirements and to model years 1988 to 1992. Observations with VMT above one million miles are dropped. Solid lines are OLS prediction lines.

and to vehicle models for which we have at least 200 observed retirements. We drop observations with more than one million miles to limit the influence of outliers.

There is, as expected, a positive correlation between fuel consumption ratings (the inverse of fuel-economy ratings) and lifetime gasoline consumption. But, there is also a great deal of dispersion. Vehicles have substantially different average lifetime mileage, and this translates into variation in lifetime fuel consumption conditional on the official fuel consumption rating. The $R^2$ for cars and trucks in this sample is only 0.18 and 0.12, respectively. (The $R^2$ from a combined sample regression is 0.29.) According to our theory, this implies that the second-best linear policy captures only 18% and 12% of the welfare gains for cars and trucks that would be achievable with an efficient set of product-based taxes that varies not only with fuel economy, but also with vehicle durability.

Table 1 reports the $R^2$ from a set of regressions that take the form:

$$\text{Average Lifetime Gasoline Consumption}_j = \alpha + \beta \text{Gallons per Mile}_j + \varepsilon_j,$$

where $j$ indexes a vehicle type (VIN10-prefix or VIN8-prefix). We report a range of estimates in order to assess the importance of sample restrictions, weighting, censoring, the level of aggregation, and sampling error. Weighted least squares (WLS) results weight VIN-prefixes by the number of observed retirements $N$. These results are useful for assessing the effect of sampling variation, but they also approximate weighting by sales share, which leads to the preferred welfare interpretation because it aggregates to total externalities generated. In all cases, we drop observations with reported mileage above one million (1,525 observations out of roughly 4 million, or less than 0.05%). The first panel treats average gasoline consumption across vehicles with the same VIN10-prefix or
Table 1: Regression $R^2$ Using Raw Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel 1: Regressions using VIN-prefix averages</th>
<th>VIN10-prefix</th>
<th>OLS</th>
<th>WLS</th>
<th>VIN8-prefix</th>
<th>OLS</th>
<th>WLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All model years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All models</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models with $N \geq 200$</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model years 1988-1992</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All models</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models with $N \geq 200$</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Panel 2: Regressions using microdata            |              |     |     |             |     |     |
| All model years                                 | .08          |     |     |             |     |     |
| Model years 1988-1992                          | .10          |     |     |             |     |     |

Note: Table shows $R^2$ from regressions of average lifetime gallons consumed on fuel consumption rating. The unit of observation is either a VIN10-prefix or a VIN8-prefix in the first panel. The second panel uses individual vehicles. Observations with $VMT$ above one million miles are dropped. $N$ is the number of observed retirements, and WLS weights the regressions by $N$.

VIN8-prefix as a unit of observation, consistent with Figure 2 above. The second panel uses the microdata: the unit of observation is an individual retired vehicle.

Panel 1 shows that our estimate of the $R^2$ remains small in all VIN10-prefix specifications, ranging from a low of 0.17 to a high of 0.29. $R^2$ is slightly higher when the data are collapsed at the VIN8-prefix level (0.19 to 0.34). Importantly, our estimates change very little when we restrict the sample to include only 1988 to 1992 model years, which are the years in our data with the least censorship concerns. As these model years span the age range in which the majority of retirement happens, this provides us with a first indication that our welfare conclusions will be broadly robust to additional measures that account for censoring in the data.

As discussed above, white noise in the measurement of lifetime mileage by type (sampling error) should cause a downward bias in the $R^2$. To assess the importance of sampling error, we compare results from OLS to WLS, which weights models by the number of vehicles scrapped. We also check how our results change when we limit the sample to vehicles for which we observe relatively many retirements ($N \geq 200$). The $R^2$ changes only modestly when moving between OLS and WLS, and when restricting the sample to $N \geq 200$. This suggests that our qualitative findings are not overly sensitive to sampling considerations. We explore this issue further in Section 3.4.

For reference, panel 2 reports the $R^2$ from the OLS regression on our underlying microdata, rather than on the data collapsed to VIN-prefix averages. The $R^2$ is 0.08 for all model years and 0.10 for model years 1988-1992. It is important to emphasize that this is not the relevant measure in our setting, as these regressions include heterogeneity in mileage across different individual drivers.
of the same vehicle model. As such, it includes differences in how individual drivers depreciate their vehicles, including accidents that lead vehicles to be scrapped. As discussed above, random product failure such as accidents does not influence the relative efficiency of one policy versus another and is therefore not the prime object of our study. We include the detail in the table just to demonstrate the full degree of heterogeneity in the underlying microdata.

Our approach also applies to more flexible fuel-economy policies; the $R^2$ from the appropriate regression will have the same welfare interpretation for any policy that is linear in parameters. For example, fuel-economy policy could put a shadow price on each model that was a quadratic function of fuel consumption ratings. Or, tax rates could be based on fuel-economy bins. Then, the $R^2$ from a regression of the externality on fuel consumption and fuel consumption squared, or of discrete bin dummies, would have the desired interpretation. More flexible fuel-economy policy could also base shadow prices on not just fuel economy, but also other attributes, like class (car versus truck), model year or body style. The $R^2$ from regressions of lifetime externalities on fuel consumption and these additional attributes directly indicates the welfare gains possible from more flexible policies. We ran such regressions and found that the range of $R^2$ presented in Table 1 hardly changes when these other attributes are included: it increases slightly from 0.17-0.34 to 0.24-0.35. This suggests that these other product attributes are not highly correlated with durability (conditional on fuel consumption) and thus would not help much in closing the efficiency gap caused by ignoring heterogeneity in vehicle lifetime mileage.

Summary of Additional Alternative Estimates

We have explored a number of alternative estimates that treat cars and trucks separately and that estimate the $R^2$ for each model year separately. In all cases, the qualitative conclusion remains that there is substantial variation in lifetime consumption that is not explained by fuel economy, which implies that policies based only on fuel-economy ratings, but not on average product durability, will raise welfare by significantly less than would an efficient policy (such as a carbon tax or a gasoline tax).

Our theoretical results are focused on second-best policies—tax schedules that are set optimally against some design constraint—but actual policies may deviate from the second-best. By definition, these deviations will lower welfare, so in that sense our estimates of efficiency cost are upper bounds on the actual efficacy of real world policies. Policies might deviate from the second-best by being “biased” in two different senses. First, policy might get the average tax wrong (“mean bias”). In the context of our fuel-economy application, a downward bias in the mean tax rate

\[ -2 \times DWL(\tau) \approx \sum_{j=1}^{J} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial \tau_j} \times \left( J \times \pi^2 + \sum_{j=1}^{J} (e_j - \pi)^2 \right) \]

This illustrates that when there is bias in the tax rates, and variance in their errors, the effects on welfare can be
would fail to shrink the car market by the optimal amount (market size becomes relevant in settings with an outside good). Revenue-neutral fuel-economy standards by definition set an average tax rate of zero across all cars; since the average externality is positive this constitutes a downward bias.\footnote{Graphically, this can be represented by shifting downward the linear tax schedule in Figure B.1. Because a revenue-neutral fuel-economy standard will have the wrong intercept, \textcite{Holland, Hughes, and Knittel (2009)} show that there is no guarantee that welfare will increase, relative to the case of no regulation.} This creates an additional inefficiency at the extensive margin, such that $R^2$ in the tables above can be interpreted as an upper bound on the relative welfare gain. Second, policy might have a “slope bias”—the slope of the policy differs from the second-best OLS estimate. An example of slope bias coming from correlation between average lifetime mileage and fuel consumption ratings appears in Appendix B.

### 3.4 Robustness: Outliers, Sampling and Censoring

#### Outliers

Our data include some cases of very high lifetime VMT, which raises the possibility of coding errors. Our estimates of the $R^2$ could be sensitive to such outliers, even when restricting to vehicles with relatively large sample sizes. In the results above, we have dropped observations for which VMT-at-death exceeds one million miles. To check whether our $R^2$ results are sensitive to this sample restriction, we have run regressions that include all observations as well as regressions in which we Winsorize the underlying microdata at different VMT thresholds. When we include the vehicles with the highest mileage, $R^2$ is virtually unchanged. The $R^2$ increases only modestly when we Winsorize the highest VMT vehicles at increasingly stringent levels. The OLS $R^2$ rises from a baseline of 0.28 to a maximum of 0.37 when we limit the influence of data over 400,000 miles.\footnote{Our data have a median VMT at scrappage of 160,000 miles, but there is a long right tail. Just under 7% of vehicles in our data are scrapped with over 400,000 miles. It is useful to recall that our data are for California, where the climate facilitates longer vehicle lifetime mileage than would be true in other climate zones.} The WLS $R^2$ rises from a baseline of 0.22 to a maximum of 0.30 for the same restriction. See Table B.1 in Appendix B for details. Our qualitative conclusions are therefore robust to outliers.

#### Sampling Variation

Above we argued that bias in the $R^2$ due to mismeasurement from sampling variation was likely to be small because our results are not overly sensitive to restricting the set of vehicles to those with a large sample. To further examine the importance of sampling variation, we test how the $R^2$ changes when we randomly select subsets of our data for analysis. Specifically, we limit our sample to all VIN10-prefixes for our focal vintages of 1988 to 1992, for which we have at least 200 retirements in our sample. We then bootstrap that sample and estimate the $R^2$ many times. The mean estimate is 0.283, which is close to the 0.29 from the corresponding specification in Table 1. Next, we bootstrap the sample again, but in each iteration we randomly drop 50%, 90%, or 98% separated. The mean bias can be eliminated by a linear policy but the variance cannot. Note that OLS minimizes the variance term in this equation, but (non-OLS) policies with a slope bias have a larger variance term.
of our sample. Dropping these fractions of the sample decreases the $R^2$ to 0.282, 0.273, and 0.229, respectively. The negligible change in $R^2$ as the sample size is cut in half provides strong evidence that sampling error is unlikely to cause a downward bias in our $R^2$ estimates. Even cutting our data down to just 2% of our preferred sample reduces the $R^2$ by only 0.06.

Censorship

Finally, we assess the importance of censoring resulting from the fact that (a) the smog check program generally does not require testing of vehicles younger than six years old and that (b) for relatively young model years, we will not have observed all scrappage yet. One robustness check that addresses the second issue is to restrict ourselves to model years where a sufficient amount of time has passed such that a high share of the vehicles have been scrapped. Table 1 showed that restricting the sample to model years 1988-1992 does not affect the $R^2$ much, providing a first indication that the bias from censoring may be limited. Here we consider two alternative methods. The first method is an extrapolation technique that assigns retirement counts and VMT-at-death to non-observed ages for each individual VIN10-prefix. The extrapolation is intentionally conservative, so that the resulting $R^2$ should be considered an upper bound on the true $R^2$. The second method exacerbates the censoring by progressively removing vehicles of certain ages, and shows how the $R^2$ changes in response.

The extrapolation method starts with national registration count data from RL Polk at the VIN10-prefix level. We use these uncensored data to compute annual scrap rates for each VIN10-prefix over the sample period 1999-2009 and then to fill in missing scrap rates in our main data wherever possible. We fill in missing scrap rates for unobserved ages using average scrap rates by age at the VIN8-prefix level, which does not distinguish model year. In other words, if the scrap rate for a 20-year-old 1985 Toyota Corolla LE is missing, we replace it with the average scrap rate of any 20-year-old Toyota Corolla LE, regardless of vintage (assuming that at least one vintage is observed at age 20). For ages that are not observed at the VIN8-prefix level, we assign scrap rates based on sample-wide average scrap rates by age (weighted by registration counts). Having extrapolated missing scrap rates (and, indirectly, missing vehicle retirements), we then impute missing VMT-at-death using a similar procedure. We first replace missing VMT-at-death for each age using VMT averages across VIN8-prefixes. For ages that are never observed at the VIN8-prefix level, we use the polynomial fit for the relationship between VMT-at-death and age, averaged across all models and weighted by the number of retirements.

This is an extremely conservative approach, in that we assume that most missing scrap rates and VMT-at-death are the same across all vehicles. This necessarily reduces cross-model variation in lifetime mileage and thus raises the $R^2$. The process essentially removes all relevant variation for many of the imputed observations. The resulting $R^2$ from regressions with imputed data should therefore be considered an upper bound; one that is likely substantially above the true $R^2$ that

\[24\] Specifically, we fit a fifth-order polynomial to the scrap rate by age pattern, and use this for imputing missing data.
Table 2: Regression $R^2$ Using Imputed Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel 1: VMT imputed for all models</th>
<th>OLS</th>
<th>WLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All models</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models with $N \geq 200$</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models with $N_{imputed} \geq 400$</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel 2: Only models for which VMT is imputed for $\leq 12$ ages</th>
<th>OLS</th>
<th>WLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All models</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models with $N \geq 200$</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models with $N_{imputed} \geq 400$</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Table shows $R^2$ from regressions of average lifetime gallons consumed on fuel consumption rating, where scrap rates and VMT for missing ages are imputed. The unit of observation is a VIN10-prefix. Observations with VMT above one million miles are dropped. WLS uses the actual number of observed retirements $N$ when the sample is selected based on $N \geq 200$ and the imputed number of retirements $N_{imputed}$ when the sample is selected based on $N_{imputed} \geq 400$. would be obtained with a fully uncensored sample.

Table 2 presents the results for model years 1988-1992. When missing data are imputed for all models, the $R^2$ increases to 0.38-0.47, depending on whether the regression is weighted and if the sample is restricted to observations with at least 200 observed retirements or at least 400 imputed retirements (panel 1). While this range is clearly above 0.22-0.29 (as reported in panel 2 of Table 1), the $R^2$s are still low from an absolute perspective. Panel 2 shows that when we restrict the sample to VIN10-prefixes for which we impute VMT-at-death for at most 12 ages, the range goes down to 0.23-0.34. This provides further evidence that censoring is unlikely to cause a large bias.

Our second approach to investigating the impact of censoring is to drop vehicles of certain ages, thereby exacerbating the censoring problem, to see how that influences the $R^2$. The change in $R^2$ in response to more restrictive censoring can provide additional insight into what would happen if we could instead relax the censoring.

Specifically, we restrict the sample to models with $N \geq 200$ and model years 1988-1992 and show how $R^2$ changes as we progressively remove vehicles of older ages from the sample. Table 3 shows the results for vehicles in the age ranges 10-$X$ years old, where $X$ goes up from 10 to 20 years. We find that the $R^2$ increases from 0.28 to 0.40 when the age range is further censored, suggesting that less censoring would yield lower values. We have also run age-specific regressions (i.e., regressions on only 10, . . . , 20-year-old cars). The $R^2$ falls as vehicles get older.$^{25}$ Intuitively, censoring “young” vehicles depresses the $R^2$, as there will be less variation in VMT among cars that are scrapped (generally because of accidents) at young ages, whereas censoring “old” vehicles likely exaggerates the $R^2$ by understating heterogeneity. The smog check data are censored to omit vehicle deaths below six years, but relatively few vehicle deaths occur in those years, so on balance our data are mostly missing deaths at older ages. This suggests that the censoring problem is most

$^{25}$ $R^2$ decreases from 0.37 for 10-year-old vehicles to 0.13 for 20-year-old vehicles.
likely, on net, causing us to exaggerate the $R^2$.

### Table 3: Regression $R^2$ With Different Vehicle Age Restrictions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VIN10-prefix averages, model years 1988-1992, $N \geq 200$</th>
<th>OLS</th>
<th>WLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Table shows $R^2$ from regressions of average lifetime gallons consumed on fuel consumption rating. The unit of observation is a VIN10-prefix. Observations with $VMT$ above one million miles are dropped. WLS weights the regressions by the number of observed retirements $N$.

### 3.5 Estimates of Deadweight Loss

We can translate the relative gains from the first- and second-best product-based taxes, expressed above as an $R^2$, into deadweight loss by assigning a dollar value to the externality and considering the pattern of substitution across vehicles. We begin with the 1990 model year (typical of the years in Table 1 above), computing the possible welfare gains from a first-best product-level tax and the deadweight loss from the second-best tax based on fuel economy. We then explore the influence of a range of substitution patterns across vehicles. We extend the theory in Section 2.3 to allow correlation between cross-price effects and either the tax error or the efficiency rating. We show that when calibrating to estimates of this correlation from the literature the $R^2$ remains very close to the true fraction of welfare recovered.

To evaluate the level of deadweight loss—following the formula in equation (5)—we first assign a value of $40 for the social cost of carbon (Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon (2013)), leading to an external cost of 35.5 cents per gallon.\[26\] Using our data on lifetime fuel use this implies an average of $3,334 in external costs for each vehicle sold. We further impose an own-price elasticity of -5 (roughly comparable to the estimates in Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995)) and cross-price elasticities distributed evenly over the full set of models. We relax both of these assumptions below, considering higher and lower own-price elasticities and cross-price elasticities that are correlated with attributes.

\[26\] If the cost associated with carbon emissions has been rising approximately at the discount rate, we interpret this value as being in 2013 dollars (looking retrospectively at the 1988-1992 vintages).
As above we compute welfare results relative to a baseline that controls for substitution to an outside good (since a revenue-neutral fuel-economy standard does not directly incentivize switching to an outside good) and so isolate the welfare effects coming from switching among vehicles. Under these assumptions on elasticities the welfare gain from a Pigouvian tax on each of 356 vehicle models amounts to $246 per car sold, or about $3.5 billion, for model year 1990. The best linear tax on fuel use per mile, equivalent here to the optimal average fuel-economy standard, generates about $0.8 billion in surplus and so leaves $2.7 billion in deadweight loss. This corresponds directly to the intuition on $R^2$ above: for the 1990 model year the weighted $R^2$ is 0.24, implying 24% of possible gains can be recovered with a single linear policy.

Table 4 presents the central case described above followed by three panels exploring sensitivity to own- and cross-price elasticities. Panel 1 considers changes in the own-price elasticity of demand for individual vehicle models (-5 in the central case). More elastic demand allows a larger change in the composition of the fleet and so greater welfare gains are possible in the first best. As expected the ratio of second- to first-best welfare gains remains fixed at 0.24, the value of $R^2$.

Panel 2 turns to relaxing assumption 3, investigating how different correlations between cross-price elasticities and the residuals in the policy regressions influence the share of welfare recovered by second-best policy. We first consider the expected direction of bias building on the theory in Section 2. The following results are derived in Appendix A following the proof of Corollary 1:

1. If cross-price elasticities are larger for goods with similar values of the observable attribute ($f$, fuel-economy in this example) then the true fraction of welfare recovered by the second-best policy decreases relative to $R^2$. The intuition for this follows from observing that correlation of substitutability with $f$ makes the second-best policy less effective since consumers now substitute mainly among products with similar $f$. The first-best policy is still based on both $f$ and the structural error and so its effectiveness is not damaged as much.

2. If, instead, cross-price elasticities are larger for goods with similar structural errors (durability in this example) then the true fraction of welfare recovered in the second-best policy increases relative to the $R^2$ measure. The intuition here is that when goods with similar structural errors are good substitutes, the first-best policy loses some of its advantage: consumers don’t substitute much along this dimension anymore and so the first- and second-best policies become more similar, acting mostly along the margin of reducing $f$.

In many common settings, including this example, both types of positive correlation are likely to be present. Here, cars with similar fuel economy or similar durability are likely to be similar in other ways, making them better substitutes. That the biases from the two forms of correlation work in opposite directions, at least partially offsetting, further supports the use of the $R^2$ measure.

We investigate this effect empirically in Panel 2. The first row makes vehicles with similar durability better substitutes, leaving all other attributes uncorrelated. As expected, this reduces the effectiveness of the first-best policy and the true fraction of welfare gained increases relative to $R^2$. Here, when elasticities fall in half for each standard deviation difference in durability, we see
the fraction of welfare recovered increases to 0.27. The second row examines correlation between cross-price effects and fuel-economy rating, now making cars with similar miles-per-gallon (MPG) better substitutes. This reduces welfare gains in both the first- and second-best and the fraction of welfare recovered falls to 0.19. Finally, the third experiment makes vehicles of similar price the best substitutes. This introduces both types of correlation together since both MPG and durability are related to price. The effects on the fraction of welfare recovered partially offset, with the fraction recovered returning toward $R^2$.

**Table 4: Welfare Effects for Model Year 1990**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Second best</th>
<th>First best</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central case</td>
<td>817</td>
<td>3472</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panel 1: Own-price elasticity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>2128</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-7</td>
<td>1126</td>
<td>4782</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panel 2: Cross-price elasticities correlated with:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durability</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>2971</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency rating</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>3385</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>739</td>
<td>3523</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panel 3: Brand and class loyalty</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibrated to Bento et al (2009)</td>
<td>783</td>
<td>3431</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doubling relative to Bento et al</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>3396</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Welfare gains are expressed in millions of 2013 dollars relative to a constant tax at the average externality. For Panel 2, each standard deviation reduction in attribute distance increases the cross-price elasticity by a factor of two.

Finally, in Panel 3, we calibrate cross-price effects using estimates of brand and class loyalty from the literature. This introduces a whole range of correlations together, with class loyalty looking most like correlation with MPG, and brand loyalty tending to create correlation with durability. The first line of this panel shows the net effects in our calculation when calibrating to the brand and class loyalty estimates from the demand system in Bento, Goulder, Jacobsen, and von Haefen (2009). The various effects offset almost completely, with the fraction of welfare recovered falling slightly to 0.23. The final row doubles the strength of the effects in Bento et al. (2009) (doubling the fraction of buyers who substitute within brand and class) and again the effects are very close to offsetting. Across a wide range of substitution patterns, $R^2$ remains a robust predictor for the fraction of welfare that can be recovered in the second-best.

The estimates above are subject to several important caveats. Perhaps the most important consideration is the role of technology: we consider a static portfolio of durables offered for sale while in the long run products can be re-engineered according to incentives provided by the tax schedule. In the case of cars this amounts to altering attributes, for example reductions in weight and horsepower, and introducing efficiency-enhancing engine technologies. The second-best intuition developed here will also apply to the distribution of these technologies across cars: the most
advanced technologies and lightest materials should be placed in the cars that have the highest expected lifetime mileage. A linear tax (or standard) based on fuel economy will encourage these technologies to be distributed much more equally across the fleet, missing welfare gains possible if the improvements could instead be targeted. As a result, technology would increase the dollar value for both the first-best and second-best welfare gains, though the fraction may not change much. Interactions between the second-best effects here and a set of other distortions produced by standards (for example due to attribute-basing or changes to durability induced via the used market as discussed in Jacobsen and van Benthem (2015)) also have the potential to influence welfare.

4 Application 2: Noisy Energy Efficiency Ratings

Another reason that taxes or regulatory incentives for energy-consuming products may be imperfectly related to the true externalities that they generate is that the energy efficiency ratings themselves are imperfect. To determine the energy efficiency rating of a product, governments establish a laboratory test procedure. The government, or the manufacturers themselves, then test a prototype or example product. Actual performance in the field can differ from lab test results and, when it does, policies based upon the official ratings will be imperfect indicators of the actual externalities associated with each product. This creates inefficiencies, and our sufficient statistics framework can be used to quantify the consequent welfare losses.

In general, the challenge in studying this phenomenon is that it requires credible measures of average in-use energy efficiency which can be compared to the official rating. Scattered evidence of in-use performance do exist for some products, but we take a different approach here and analyze a change in the U.S. rating system for automobiles that was meant to address mis-measurement. The EPA began measuring fuel economy of automobiles in 1978 in support of the CAFE program. The ratings are based on a laboratory test during which a vehicle is driven on a dynamometer (a treadmill for cars) through a specific pattern of speeds and accelerations. The test procedure established in 1978 included two courses; one each to represent urban and highway driving. The two ratings were averaged to determine each vehicle’s rating for the CAFE program. These same ratings were presented to consumers on fuel-economy labels.

In 1986, in response to consumer complaints that the ratings systematically overstated fuel economy, the EPA revised the ratings downward by simply scaling them by the same amount for all vehicles. City values were reduced by 10%, and highway values were reduced by 22%. CAFE continued to use the original values to determine automakers’ compliance, but consumer labels were updated. Over time, the revised ratings were deemed to be inaccurate as well. The original

27Such mismeasurement naturally also occurs for non-energy goods and externalities. For example, to help prevent obesity, calorie labeling on menus will be mandatory for many U.S. restaurants. Urban, McCrory, Dallal, Krupa Das, Saltzman, Weber, and Roberts (2011) found using lab tests that while menus are, on average, pretty accurate, substantial variation exists. About 20 percent of foods purchased had at least 100 more calories than what was reported.

28Emissions from the vehicle are captured and measured in order to determine the fuel consumed. This procedure is more reliable than measuring the volume of the liquid fuel before and after the test. The chemical composition of the fuel input is known, so emissions provide a precise measurement of gasoline consumption.
test used low highway speeds, did not involve the use of air conditioning, and generally became less accurate as automobile technology and average driving patterns changed. Yet again, the EPA instituted a new test procedure in 2008 that changed the ratings substantially on average, and also more for some vehicles than others.\footnote{This procedure involved five separate dynamometer tests – the original two tests and three new ones. Several tests are combined to determine the highway and city ratings that appear on fuel-economy labels for consumers.}

For political reasons, however, the CAFE program continues to use the less accurate original rating system from 1978.\footnote{Evidently it was determined that changing the rating that entered the CAFE compliance program would require a political battle not worth waging. Changing the CAFE ratings would have created winners and losers among automakers.} While consumers are now provided with the more accurate updated ratings, the regulation (and hence the regulatory shadow price faced by automakers) are still based on the noisy original system.

We can use our sufficient statistics framework to quantify the welfare costs of using the old rating system. Our thought experiment is the following. We suppose (1) the new ratings represent the true fuel-economy rating of a vehicle, (2) after a linear adjustment, the old rating is a white noise mismeasurement of the truth, and (3) the policy maker is sophisticated and is aware of the inaccuracy in the old rating but must base policy upon it because of political or legal constraints. In other words, a sophisticated regulator can take out overall bias/tilt in measurement, but does not observe car-specific mistakes. These assumptions likely hold in practice—reported on-road fuel economy is close to the 2008 EPA ratings and the EPA explicitly presents differences between window sticker and regulatory CAFE fuel-economy values.\footnote{See http://www.epa.gov/fueleconomy/documents/420f14015.pdf and http://www.epa.gov/fueleconomy/documents/420b14015.pdf. If the 2008 ratings are still noisy, $R^2$ is likely an upper bound on the efficiency gain from the second-best policy based on 1978 ratings.}

For a standard fuel-economy policy that imposes a linear shadow price, the tax schedule will be linear in the old fuel consumption rating, labeled $F_{\text{old}}$: $\tau_j = \alpha + \beta F_{\text{old}}$.\footnote{We specify this in terms of fuel consumption, the inverse of fuel economy, so that the total externality scales linearly with the rating.} The errors in the tax rate are then the difference between this tax schedule and the actual externality, which is some scalar (which represents the externality per gallon of gasoline consumed times the miles driven) multiplied by the new rating: $\psi F_{\text{new}}$. The error is then $e_j = \psi F_{\text{new}} - \alpha - \beta F_{\text{old}}$.

Where the noise in measurement is uncorrelated with factors that determine vehicle demand, assumption 3 from Section 2 will hold, and the main theoretical results in Proposition 1 and Corollary 1 apply. It is logical to suppose that cross-effects would cancel, as errors in the tax rates from an unbiased policy are likely to be due to particular technologies, like stop-start systems, that are of little concern to consumers (and therefore not correlated with cross-price derivatives) or idiosyncratic aberrations from test trials. In this case, the $R^2$ from a regression of $F_{\text{new}}$ on $F_{\text{old}}$ represents a sufficient statistic. As usual, it indicates the fraction of the welfare gain over a flat tax (that corrects for the average externality produced by an automobile) achieved by a policy that uses the less accurate, noisy fuel-economy estimates in place of the accurate ratings.
Figure 3: Old and New Combined Fuel-Economy Ratings
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Figure shows the pre-2008 (original) combined fuel-economy rating and the post-2008 (five-cycle) rating in miles per gallon for a sample of vehicles. Dashed line is linear fit. Solid line is the 45-degree ray.

4.1 Data and Results

To estimate this $R^2$, we use the sample of vehicles that the EPA itself used to establish the concordance between the old and new highway and city test ratings. In determining how to create the new system, the EPA tested a few hundred vehicles meant to represent the car market and compared the results under the new and old regimes. We obtained the data from these tests from the EPA and use them here to assess the change in ratings.\(^{33}\)

We plot these data in Figure 3. The old and new ratings are highly correlated, but there is an upward bias in the old ratings (the old miles per gallon ratings were too high on average). In addition, there are noticeable differences in how the test revision affected different models—there is dispersion around the fitted line. The rating change is quantitatively important: the average difference between the old and new estimated present-discounted fuel costs in this sample is $1,700. The difference ranges from $500 to $4,250 with a standard deviation of nearly $700.\(^{34}\) So even if the bias was recognized, it still affected different vehicles to varying degrees.

The OLS regression of the new rating on the old one yields an $R^2$ above 0.97.\(^{35}\) This indicates

---

\(^{33}\)These same data are used in Sallee (2014) to characterize the uncertainty faced by consumers about true lifetime fuel costs of vehicles under the old regime.

\(^{34}\)This assumes a gasoline price of $2.50 per gallon (roughly the average in 2008), for vehicles driven 12,000 miles per year for 14 years with a 5% discount rate.

\(^{35}\)The $R^2$ changes little when modifying the sample. Adding the 13 available hybrid models to the gasoline-powered sample produces an $R^2$ of 0.98. The $R^2$ values for the subsamples of cars and trucks are 0.96 and 0.98, respectively.
that the vast majority of the welfare gain from an optimally designed fuel-economy policy that used the new ratings can be achieved by a policy that uses the old rating system. Interestingly, this makes the lack of updating relatively innocuous despite the fairly large differences between the two rating systems. The welfare losses from this noise, however, may be substantial if the policy maker does not take the bias in the old ratings into account and fails to make a correction (i.e., chooses a policy that is based on the assumption that the old rating system is accurate and is therefore too lax on average, causing distortions on the extensive margin). Also, note that the inefficiency from noisy energy efficiency ratings adds to a long list of existing distortions from fuel-economy standards, including the welfare loss from ignoring product durability discussed in Section 3.

5 Application 3: Spatial Variation in Emissions

Many externalities have a spatial component, but corrective policies often fail to differentiate policy treatment over space. For example, regulators worry about the adverse health consequences from high concentrations of ground level ozone (Bell, McDermott, Zeger, Samet, and Dominici 2004). State and federal emissions standards for new vehicles mandate emissions control equipment to reduce local air pollution, including ozone precursors such as NO\textsubscript{x} and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). These standards are the same in large parts of the country, yet the marginal damages of these pollutants differ substantially across counties because of differences in population, weather and baseline pollutant concentrations (Muller and Mendelsohn 2009). Another complication, at least for transport-related externalities, is that most miles are driven in areas that have a low concentration of one of the ozone precursors, in which case local emissions in fact do not create ozone pollution (Auffhammer and Kellogg 2011). Hence, the degree to which emissions create an externality depends strongly upon geography, and non-spatially differentiated emissions standards may be poorly targeted. Electric vehicle policy is another example—federal tax credits are largely uniform, yet the pollution damages from electric driving vary greatly across states (Holland et al. 2014).

In this section, we apply our sufficient statistics approach to this type of situation. We suppose that products can be purchased in multiple locations, and the externality that they generate depends on location, but the policy maker can only place a single (e.g., national) tax rate on each good. This is another manifestation of the broad class of problems in which an externality is a function of multiple factors (\(A\)) and policy is constrained to be a function of only a subset of those factors (\(B\))—with the key factor in \(A\) that is excluded from \(B\) being geographic location.

When the externality depends on both a product’s attributes and its location of use, the errors in a tax policy that depends only on attributes will generally be correlated across products that are used in the same location. Thus, where products used in the same location are closer substitutes (as will generally be the case), assumption 3 (which requires no correlation between relative substitutability and differences in tax errors across products) will likely fail. In this section, we derive a different sufficient statistic that does not rely on assumption 3, but instead takes advantage of
the separability of geographic markets. We show that the within-$R^2$ from a regression including geographic fixed effects becomes the sufficient statistic for the fraction of welfare recovered by the second-best policy.

We use this theoretical result to study the efficiency implications of mitigating carbon emissions through the taxation of electricity-consuming home appliances at the national level. In the exercise, we suppose that a product will consume the same amount of electricity regardless of its location, but the carbon emissions generated by electricity consumption vary across location because different fuel sources are marginal in different parts of the electric grid. For example, in California the marginal source of electricity is likely to be natural gas, whereas it will generally be coal in Illinois. We present results specifically for refrigerators, which are large and important home appliances that account for substantial energy usage.\footnote{Refrigerators also offer some modeling simplifications. They have a relatively limited intensity-of-use margin (most refrigerators are set at a constant temperature all of the time and indoor temperatures do not fluctuate much), so assumption 1 is plausible. They also have a (nearly) constant load profile over the diurnal cycle.}

We model a policy in which a planner can establish a tax schedule on refrigerators that differentiates by energy efficiency rating, but the policy must treat a given refrigerator the same regardless of where it is used. While the U.S. federal government does not have such a tax policy, we believe that this is a useful characterization of the many existing policies that do indeed treat appliances according to their energy efficiency rating, without taking into account the location of its use. For example, Energy Star certification for appliances and buildings depends solely on energy efficiency, not on location. Many subsidies and rebates for appliances are based on Energy Star certification. Outside of appliances, tax credits for alternative fuel vehicles, weatherization, or solar panels have similar structures. For example, there is a uniform investment tax credit for solar panels, but the greenhouse gas benefits of solar vary with the carbon intensity of the marginal electricity source that it replaces, which varies substantially over space.

### 5.1 Within-$R^2$ as a Sufficient Statistic

To model spatial variation, we suppose that there are $s = 1, \ldots, S$ geographically distinct markets. We denote the externality (tax) attached to product $j$ consumed in location $s$ by $\phi_{js}$ ($\tau_{js}$). We model the specific case where the externality depends multiplicatively on an attribute of the product $f_j$ and a geography-specific factor $r_s$: $\phi_{js} = r_s f_j$. The first-best allocation is achievable with Pigouvian taxes, where $t_{js} = r_s f_j$. We suppose that the planner can set a tax on each product that is a linear function of its attribute $f_j$, but that it cannot not depend on $s$: $\tau_{js} = \tau_j = \alpha + \beta f_j$.

This captures a wide variety of applications. For example, for SO$_2$ trading, $f_j$ would be the total SO$_2$ emissions and $r_s$ would be a factor that scales with population within a radius of the source. Damages depend on both factors, but policy can only place a constant price on industrial activities according to SO$_2$ emitted. Or, for electricity consumption, $f_j$ is total kilowatt hours consumed and $r_s$ is carbon emissions per kilowatt hour. Damages depend on both factors, but policy can only place a linear tax on products according to electricity consumed.
To proceed, we make assumptions about the nature of the geographic markets. The first is to assume that consumers reside and use the $j$ products within a single geographic market. This is stated formally in assumption 4:

**Assumption 4.** *Geographic markets are separable:*  
$$\frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}} = 0 \ \forall j, k \text{ whenever } q \neq s.$$

Under a hypothetical first-best policy where tax rates differ by region this assumption would also imply that cross-border shopping and resale are not possible. While certain taxes—for example taxes on automobiles—are assessed based on state of residence rather than state of purchase, difficulty in enforcing differing tax rates across geography is one reason the second-best policy we study here (a single tax profile across all regions) may be more likely in practice.

Next, for expositional simplicity, we assume that the $S$ markets have identical demand systems, so that cross-derivatives and total demand (conditional on prices) are the same in each market (assumption 5). Finally, we also make use of an assumption that says that the overall size of each product market is fixed (assumption 6).

**Assumption 5.** *Demand is identical in each geographic market:*  
$$x_{js}(\tau) = x_{jq}(\tau) \ \forall \tau, q, s.$$

**Assumption 6.** *Total demand in each geographic market is fixed:*  
$$\sum_j x_{js}(\tau) = \bar{x}_s \ \forall s, \tau.$$

Assumption 5 simplifies notation greatly, but is straightforward to relax and a weighted least-squares intuition (with weights based on the size of regions) applies as in Proposition 2. Assumption 6 is more substantive, but we can sign the way that relaxing it influences our results. In a discrete choice context—which is often appropriate for energy consuming durable goods—assumption 6 is akin to assuming there is no net substitution to the outside good. For some products, like refrigerators in the United States, the substitution margin to the outside good is plausibly small, which makes this assumption appealing. That is, virtually every home has a refrigerator, and most have exactly one. Below we demonstrate that welfare results can be bounded when relaxing this assumption.

Under assumption 4, the deadweight loss from imposing a tax vector $\tau$ can be written as our original formula in equation (7) summed over the $S$ regions:

$$-2DWL = \sum_{s=1}^{S} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_{js}^2 \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{js}} + \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k \neq j} e_{js} e_{ks} \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}} \right). \quad (13)$$

Furthermore, under assumptions 4 to 6, the second-best national tax policy will be to set the policy slope equal to the average damage factor across regions ($\beta = \bar{r}$).

37 The resulting tax error for a product will be the difference between the local damage factor and the average, multiplied by the attribute: $e_{js} = r_s f_j - \tau_{js} = (r_s - \bar{r}) f_j$. Within each region, these second-best taxes create two types of mis-pricing. First, prices are biased (compared to the Pigouvian optimum), on average, across products within each region, depending on how the region’s damage factor $r_s$ deviates from the mean. Second, relative prices are also wrong within each region.

37 A proof of this is included within the proof of Proposition 3 in Appendix A.
This is illustrated in Figure 4, which is a schematic with a hypothetical depiction of three products with different electricity consumption rates in two regions with varying emissions rates. Under the second-best policy, all of the products in region 1 (the clean region) are too expensive, and all of the products in region 2 (the dirty region) are too inexpensive. When there is substitution to an outside good, the bias in each region will create an overall market size distortion—e.g., too many refrigerators are purchased in the dirty market, and too few in the clean market. Within market, the mis-pricing of products is therefore correlated. That is, product 1 in region 2 is under-priced, but so are its substitutes (the other products in region 2). This implies that cross-effects will mitigate own-price effects (the second term of equation (13) partially offsets the first) and the raw $R^2$ statistic in Corollary 1 would overstate the inefficiency.

The second type of mis-pricing is that even within-region, relative prices are wrong. Figure 4 demonstrates that the slope of the second-best OLS tax schedule does not equal the slope in either of the two regions. Hence, even if the OLS policy could be adjusted for each region to get the average tax rate correct, products with similar attributes have similar structural tax errors.

Assumption 6 implies that the first type of mis-pricing—average bias within a region—creates no distortion in choice.\footnote{The constant $\alpha$ in a tax schedule $\tau_j = \alpha + \beta f_j$ is therefore irrelevant. $\alpha$ does affect a transfer between consumers and the government, but this is undone through revenue recycling.} In this case, a simple sufficient statistic from a fixed effects regression captures the relative efficiency of a national linear policy as compared to the efficient spatially-differentiated tax, evaluated over a baseline of a flat unbiased tax on all products. This result is stated in Proposition 3 (see Appendix A for a proof).

**Proposition 3.** Under assumptions 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6, the second-best policy is $\tau_j = \bar{r} f_j$. The fraction of the first-best welfare gain achieved by this second-best policy is the within-$R^2$ from a
regression of $\phi_{js}$ on $f_j$ with fixed effects for the $S$ regions:

$$\frac{DWL(\tau = \bar{r}f_j) - DWL(\tau = k)}{DWL(\tau = \phi_{js}) - DWL(\tau = k)} = 1 - \frac{\text{var}(r_s)}{E[\gamma_s^2]} = \text{within-}R^2. \quad (14)$$

As with our results in Section 2 this is a familiar statistic from regression analysis: The within-$R^2$ from a fixed effects regression is provided automatically by most statistical software or can be readily calculated as the $R^2$ from an OLS regression that has been de-meaned by region. In our setting this statistic depends only on variation in damage factors across regions (the first equality in (14)), meaning it again does not rely on any information about the demand system (e.g., the second-type of mis-pricing mentioned above is irrelevant) beyond the assumptions on geographic separability and net substitution to the outside good. The structure of demand within each region will influence the deadweight loss measured in dollars,\(^{39}\) but variation in the demand system affects welfare under the policy alternatives in a proportional way such that all the demand derivatives divide through.

As noted above, the assumption of no net substitution to the outside good will be plausible in some conditions, but not others. When the $J$ goods represent all of the goods in a sector, it is logical to assume that, on average across products, increases in taxes on each product will lead to a decrease in the total market size (i.e., the sector is not a “Giffen sector,” where average price increases expand the market). Under that assumption, the welfare statistic derived above will overstate the fractional welfare gain of the second-best policy over the baseline of an equal tax on all products, which we state in Corollary 2.\(^{40}\)

**Corollary 2.** Under assumptions 1, 2, 4, and 5, the second-best policy slope remains $\beta = \bar{r}$, and the fraction of the first-best welfare gain achieved by this second-best policy over a policy of a constant tax on all products is:

$$\frac{DWL(\tau = \bar{r}f_j) - DWL(\tau = k)}{DWL(\tau = \phi_{js}) - DWL(\tau = k)} < \text{within-}R^2. \quad (15)$$

Thus, the same sufficient statistic now represents an upper bound on the fraction of the first-best welfare gain that is achieved by the non-spatially differentiated product tax. Intuitively, the second-best policy will not have the correct slope in all regions (as before) and now it also over- or under-taxes with respect to the outside good. In our empirical application, which we move to next, substitution to an outside good is probably of limited importance, but this effect could be important in other applications.

\(^{39}\)As shown in the proof of Proposition 3 in Appendix A, the deadweight loss expression can be obtained by simplifying the expression in equation (13):

$$-2DWL = S \times \text{var}(r_s) \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}}.$$  

\(^{40}\)The proof is in Appendix A. For expositional clarity, the proof uses an additional regularity condition stating that average substitution to the outside good across products is not correlated with the attribute or demand derivatives.
5.2 Data and Results

We use Proposition 3 to evaluate the welfare properties of a national tax on the energy efficiency of refrigerators as a carbon mitigation policy. We choose refrigerators because they are a major household appliance, and their electricity consumption is particularly easy to model. For this purpose, we obtained the energy efficiency rating for a cross-section of all refrigerators certified for sale in the United States in 2010 from the Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers. We exclude compact refrigerators. Our final sample includes 1,349 models. Their average government rated electricity consumption is 488 kWh per year, with a standard deviation of 93 kWh.

Deploying two identical refrigerators in two different locations will have different emissions implications when their marginal electricity demand is met by increased production from power plants with different emissions rates. Power markets are integrated over geographic regions, so differences in emissions will emerge mostly across these markets. The power market is thus the relevant unit of spatial heterogeneity for our analysis. Existing literature suggests that the appropriate level of integration is to either consider the three major power market interconnections, or to consider eight distinct regions defined by the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) (Graff Zivin, Kotchen, and Mansur 2014; Holland et al. 2014).

To quantify spatial differences in emissions rates, we rely on results from Graff Zivin, Kotchen, and Mansur (2014), who estimate the emissions rate from the marginal generation of electricity at each hour of the day in each of several electricity regions. We assume that refrigerators use a constant level of electricity throughout the day, so we simply take the average over these marginal rates over the 24-hour cycle. Multiplying the average marginal emissions rate by the energy consumption rate per year of each refrigerator yields an estimate of the annual carbon emissions that would be expected for a product deployed in each electricity region. We use this annual emissions rate in our regressions.41

The left panel in Figure 5 shows a scatterplot of annual emissions against annual electricity consumption for a sample of products across the three power market interconnections. Within a region, there is, by construction, a perfect linear relationship between fuel consumption and emissions. However, both the level and the slope differ across regions because of differences in emissions rates per kWh. The left panel also shows the OLS fit to the raw data. As discussed above, the OLS slope is an average of the slopes across the three regions; this is the second-best policy under the assumptions used in Proposition 3. Residuals are substantial and are highly correlated across regions. Thus, if the OLS line represented a tax schedule, there would be substantial errors, but those errors are similar (though not identical) across products within a region.

The right panel in Figure 5 shows the data with region fixed effects removed. Visually, the remaining variation determines the within-$R^2$. The residuals are greatly muted. If the OLS line was a tax schedule, there is still a relative mis-pricing of products within a region because the slope

---

41All values could be rescaled by a common factor to convert annual emissions into lifetime emissions (assuming a common lifespan for each model); this will have no effect on the $R^2$ because it amounts to scaling the dependent variable.
Figure 5: Distribution of Annual Carbon Emissions for Refrigerators by Power Market

Note: Graph shows a ten percent random sample of all refrigerator models for visual clarity. The three regions modeled are the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC), the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) and the Eastern Interconnection (Eastern).

of the tax function is too steep for the power markets with lower than average emissions rates, whereas it is not steep enough for the markets with higher than average emissions rates.

Table 5 shows the $R^2$ and within-$R^2$ values from a regression of the carbon emissions associated with each product-region level observation on the product’s electricity consumption rate. The first row includes region fixed effects that produce within-$R^2$ values of 0.96 and 0.90 (depending on geographic disaggregation), representing the fraction of the first-best welfare gain achieved by a national policy that does no spatial differentiation. For reference, the $R^2$ values from OLS, which are far smaller, are also included.

These findings demonstrate a, perhaps surprisingly, small welfare loss from the lack of regional policy differentiation for electric appliances. The estimates from OLS show that spatial differences in emissions rates per kWh do create large differences in implied emissions for products sold across parts of the United States. But, the differences are largely between geographic markets. The mis-pricing of products within a market are highly correlated, muting the degree to which mis-pricing causes consumers to choose the wrong appliance. As a result, the welfare impacts of failing to spatially differentiate corrective taxes across electricity markets are modest (relative to the total

### Table 5: Sufficient Statistics for Spatially Differentiated Refrigerators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Three interconnections</th>
<th>Eight NERC regions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Within-$R^2$, fixed effects</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$, OLS</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample size</td>
<td>4,047</td>
<td>10,792</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Results are from regressing emissions on electricity consumption with the unit of observation a refrigerator model in a particular interconnection (second column) or NERC region (third column).
gain achieved by optimal policy over the baseline). This result relies on the extensive margin for refrigerator demand being zero or small. When the extensive margin response grows (and it will be larger for appliances other than refrigerators), there will be a second welfare loss due to the fact that the overall product market will be too large or small in each region.

6 Conclusion

Externality-correcting policies rarely take on the ideal form of a direct tax on marginal damages. Actual policies are frequently constrained by administrative feasibility, technological cost, or political constraints so that they must place imperfect marginal incentives on products or actions. This paper provides a framework for identifying sufficient statistics that facilitate evaluation of the welfare costs of such constraints that require limited market information. We emphasize that, under certain conditions, simple regression statistics have welfare interpretations.

The paper demonstrates the usefulness of this approach through three examples. The examples are all related to environmental externalities, but they span a number of distinct challenges to policy, including random mismeasurement of product attributes, spatial heterogeneity, and the implications of heterogeneity in the lifetime utilization of energy-consuming durable goods. These applications demonstrate the viability of our theoretical framework, but they also make contributions in their own right.

Most importantly, our study of the heterogeneity in automobile longevity points out a previously undiscussed efficiency problem with a class of energy efficiency policies that regulate new durable goods. When different products have different average lifetime utilization, energy efficiency policy—which creates explicit or implicit price incentives according to only energy efficiency ratings—is inherently imprecise. Through analysis of unique micro data on automobile mileage, we demonstrate that different types of automobiles have widely varying average lifetime mileage, which implies large inefficiencies in fuel-economy policy.

We suspect that there are many additional applications that could benefit from this approach. In the introduction, we mention other possible applications in energy, environment, health, and transportation, but the possibilities extend to any setting where data are available on the distribution of an externality and its correlation with the variables upon which policy is contingent. Some of our results may be relevant to settings where there is heterogeneity in the deadweight loss of taxation even in the absence of externalities. For example, labor supply elasticities differ along dimensions such as age—the young supply labor more inelastically than the old (Kleven and Schultz 2014).42 It is generally politically infeasible to condition income or payroll taxes on age. Our findings suggest that these restrictions, while perhaps desirable based on other grounds, increase the overall deadweight loss of labor taxation and provide a method to quantify the efficiency loss. In applying our model to other settings, we emphasize that it is important to consider the demand

---

42 Best and Kleven (2013) show theoretically that the presence of behavioral career effects provides another reason why the contemporaneous earnings elasticity of the young is lower than of the old.
assumptions, but also note that it is straightforward to conduct robustness checks that indicate the
degree of error created when the assumptions do not hold.
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A Appendix: Proofs

Derivation of Equation (5)

Let any generic tax schedule be denoted as \( \tau_1, \ldots, \tau_J \). To obtain equation (5), we characterize the welfare loss of moving from the optimal tax schedule \( (t_j = \phi_j) \) to \( t_j = \tau_j \) by specifying a weighted average of the two tax schedules and then integrating the marginal welfare losses of moving the weights from \( \phi_j \) to \( \tau_j \). That is, we specify the function \( t_j = (1 - \rho)\phi_j + \rho \tau_j \). We differentiate \( W \) with respect to \( \rho \), and then derive the welfare loss of moving from the optimal policy (when \( \rho = 0 \)) to the alternative policy (when \( \rho = 1 \)).

First, we differentiate equation (2) with respect to \( \rho \) and substitute in the consumer’s optimality condition. This yields:

\[
\frac{dW}{d\rho} = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} \left( \frac{\partial U}{\partial x_j} - \frac{\partial C}{\partial x_j} - \phi_j \right) \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_k} \frac{\partial t_k}{\partial \rho} = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} (t_j - \phi_j) \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_k} \frac{\partial t_k}{\partial \rho}. \tag{A.1}
\]

This term, \( \frac{dW}{d\rho} \), is the incremental change in welfare as we move from the first-best rates toward the alternative tax schedule, where all rates move by an amount proportional to the difference between the first-best taxes and the alternative taxes. However, this object is not of particular interest to us; it is only an intermediate step that enables us to characterize deadweight loss in terms of demand derivatives (which are estimable) instead of the utility function (which is more difficult to recover with data).

By definition, \( \frac{\partial t_j}{\partial \rho} = (\tau_k - \phi_k) \). We use that substitution, as well as the definition of \( t_j \), and simplify:

\[
\frac{dW}{d\rho} = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} \left\{ (1 - \rho)\phi_j + \rho \tau_j \right\} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_k} (\tau_k - \phi_k)
\]

\[
= \rho \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} (\tau_j - \phi_j) \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_k} (\tau_k - \phi_k). \tag{A.2}
\]

Because \( \rho \) is a constant, we can remove it from the summation, which yields the final equation. To obtain the change in social surplus from moving fully between the two tax schedules, we integrate from \( \rho = 0 \) to \( \rho = 1 \). If the demand derivatives (assumption 2) are constant over the relevant range, then the integration is straightforward and yields:

\[
W(t = \phi) - W(t = \tau) \equiv DWL(\tau) = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} (\tau_j - \phi_j) (\tau_k - \phi_k) \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_k}. \tag{A.3}
\]
Derivation of Equation (8)

Begin with the general welfare formula:

\[ DWL(\tau) = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j^2 \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k \neq j} e_j e_k \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_k} \]  

(A.4)

Applying the first part of assumption 3 we can move the average demand derivative out from the own-price effects:

\[ = -\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j^2 - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k \neq j} e_j e_k \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_k} \]  

(A.5)

Using the second part of assumption 3 the average cross-price derivative for a good \( j \) can also be moved out of the sum: \( \sum_{k \neq j} e_j e_k \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_k} = \frac{\partial x_{-j}}{\partial t_j} \sum_{k \neq j} e_k = (\sum_{k=1}^{J} e_k - e_j) \). The equality follows from symmetry of the quasilinear demand derivatives and the second part of assumption 3.

Substituting in to the above:

\[ = -\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j^2 + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j \frac{\partial x_{-j}}{\partial t_j} - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{J} \left( e_j \left( \sum_{k=1}^{J} e_k \right) \frac{\partial x_{-j}}{\partial t_j} \right) \]  

(A.6)

Using the third part of assumption 3 we can separate the average cross-effects in the second and third terms:

\[ = -\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j^2 + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j \frac{\partial x_{-j}}{\partial t_j} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j^2 - \left( \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j \right)^2 \right) \]  

(A.7)

Rearranging the average cross-price derivative in (A.7):

\[ = -\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j^2 + \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j \frac{\partial x_{-j}}{\partial t_j} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j^2 - \left( \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j \right)^2 \right) \]  

(A.8)

Defining \( \eta \) as the residual fraction of substitution going to the numeraire, \( \eta = 1 - \frac{\sum_{j \neq -j} \frac{\partial x_{-j}}{\partial t_j}}{-\sum_{j} \frac{\partial x_{-j}}{\partial t_j}} \), and substituting in:

\[ = -\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j^2 + \frac{\eta - 1}{2} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j^2 - \left( \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j \right)^2 \right) \]

\[ = -\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j^2 - \frac{\eta - 1}{2} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{J} e_j \right)^2 \]  

(A.8)
Note that (A.8) divides the DWL into a portion dependent on the sum of squared tax errors (first term) and a portion dependent on the overall bias of the tax (second term). If the tax is unbiased on average the expression reduces to:

\[
\frac{1}{2} J - \eta \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} \sum_{j=1}^J \epsilon_j^2
\]

(A.9)

**Proof of Proposition 1**

We apply assumptions 1 through 3 to the structural errors and minimize the deadweight loss formula. The first steps follow the derivation of equation (8) above, beginning with the general welfare formula in (A.4). We do not yet impose an unbiased tax—this will be endogenous to the choice of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \)—so the relevant objective function is in the same form as (A.8):

\[
\min_{\alpha, \beta} DWL(\tau) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^J \sum_{k=1}^J (\phi_j - \alpha - \beta f_j)(\phi_k - \alpha - \beta f_k) \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_k}
\]

\[
= - \frac{1}{2} J - \eta \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} \sum_{j=1}^J (\phi_j - \alpha - \beta f_j)^2 - \frac{1}{2} J - 1 \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} \left( \sum_{j=1}^J (\phi_j - \alpha - \beta f_j) \right)^2
\]

(A.10)

The average derivatives and \( \eta \) are constant with respect to the policy choice, reducing the minimization to:

\[
\min_{\alpha, \beta} DWL(\tau) = (J - \eta) \sum_{j=1}^J (\phi_j - \alpha - \beta f_j)^2 + (\eta - 1) \left( \sum_{j=1}^J (\phi_j - \alpha - \beta f_j) \right)^2
\]

(A.11)

The first-order conditions are:

\[
\alpha : 2\eta(J - 1) \left( \alpha J + \beta \sum_{j=1}^J f_j - \sum_{j=1}^J \phi_j \right) = 0
\]

\[
\beta : 2(J - \eta) \left( \alpha \sum_{j=1}^J f_j + \beta \sum_{j=1}^J f_j^2 - \sum_{j=1}^J \phi_j \right) + 2(\eta - 1) \sum_{j=1}^J f_j \left( \alpha J + \beta \sum_{j=1}^J f_j - \sum_{j=1}^J \phi_j \right) = 0
\]

Solving:

\[
\beta = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^J f_j \phi_j - \frac{1}{J} \sum_{j=1}^J f_j \sum_{j=1}^J \phi_j}{\sum_{j=1}^J f_j^2 - \frac{1}{J} (\sum_{j=1}^J f_j)^2} = \beta^{OLS}
\]

\[
\alpha = \frac{1}{J} \sum_{j=1}^J \phi_j - \beta \frac{1}{J} \sum_{j=1}^J f_j = \alpha^{OLS}
\]

(A.12)

Note that if \( \eta = 0 \) the first-order condition with respect to \( \alpha \) is always satisfied. The deadweight loss minimizing value for \( \beta \) remains the same. Intuitively, the average level of the tax no longer
affects deadweight loss if there is no substitution to an outside good, only the slope must be set correctly.

The second-order conditions for this problem reduce to:

\[ J_\eta(J - 1) > 0 \]
\[ \eta(J - 1)(J - \eta) > 0 \]

\( \eta > 0 \) implies that when the price of goods increases in aggregate the sector shrinks, i.e. the sector is not a “Giffen sector.”

The residuals \( \varepsilon \) from an OLS regression become the tax errors and will sum to zero by construction of \( \alpha^{OLS} \) and \( \beta^{OLS} \). The second term in (A.10) will therefore be zero and deadweight loss at the optimal second-best policy is given by:

\[
-\frac{1}{2} \frac{J - \eta}{J - 1} \sum_{j=1}^{J} \varepsilon_j^2 = -\frac{1}{2} \frac{J - \eta}{J - 1} SSR \quad \text{(A.13)}
\]

**Proof of Corollary 1**

This follows from the use of equation (8) and Proposition 1 to evaluate the deadweight losses from the second-best \( (\tau = \alpha^{OLS} + \beta^{OLS} f_j) \) and uniform \( (\tau = \bar{\phi}) \) policies. Define as \( S \) the improvement the second-best tax offers relative to the improvement the Pigouvian tax offers:

\[
S = \frac{DWL(\tau = \alpha^{OLS} + \beta^{OLS} f_j) - DWL(\tau = \bar{\phi})}{DWL(\tau = \bar{\phi})} = 1 - \frac{DWL(\tau = \alpha^{OLS} + \beta^{OLS} f_j)}{DWL(\tau = \bar{\phi})}
\]

where the equality follows from \( DWL(\tau = \phi) = 0 \).

Define the residuals in the regression of \( \phi \) on a constant (the uniform policy) as \( \lambda_j \). Note that \( \lambda_j \) has dual significance: it is also the total deviation in the original second-best policy resulting from the regression of \( \phi \) on \( f \):

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{J} \lambda_j^2 = SSR^{uniform} = TSS^{second-best} \quad \text{(A.14)}
\]

Finally, define \( \gamma_j \) as the explained portion in the original regression: \( \gamma_j = \alpha^{OLS} + \beta^{OLS} f_j - \bar{\phi} \) so we have \( \lambda_j = \gamma_j + \varepsilon_j \). Notice that since \( \gamma \) is a function of \( f \) we have that the tax errors in the uniform policy depend on \( f \). In order to apply the deadweight loss formula in equation (8) to the uniform policy we will need to apply assumption 3: these tax errors must also be uncorrelated with demand derivatives. Under assumptions 1-3 and applying equation (8) the fraction \( S \) becomes:
\[
S = 1 - \frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} SSR^{\text{second-best}} \frac{1}{\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} SSR_{\text{uniform}}} = 1 - \frac{SSR^{\text{second-best}}}{TSS^{\text{second-best}}} = R^2_{\text{second-best}} \quad (A.15)
\]

**Effect of Relocating Assumption 3 on Corollary 1**

We investigate correlation in cross-price derivatives that would violate assumption 3, revisiting the proof for Corollary 1. When the assumptions on cross-price derivatives are relaxed the DWL formula in Proposition 1 expands to:

\[
DWL = -\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} SSR - \frac{1}{2} \sum_j \sum_{k \neq j} \varepsilon_j \varepsilon_k \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_k} \quad (A.16)
\]

Equation A.15 in turn expands to:

\[
S = 1 - \frac{-\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} SSR^{\text{second-best}} - \frac{1}{2} \sum_j \sum_{k \neq j} \varepsilon_j \varepsilon_k \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_k}}{-\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} TSS^{\text{second-best}} - \frac{1}{2} \sum_j \sum_{k \neq j} (\gamma_j + \varepsilon_j)(\gamma_k + \varepsilon_k) \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_k}} = \frac{-\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} SSR^{\text{second-best}} - \frac{1}{2} \sum_j \sum_{k \neq j} \varepsilon_j \varepsilon_k \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_k}}{-\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_j} TSS^{\text{second-best}} - \frac{1}{2} \sum_j \sum_{k \neq j} \varepsilon_j \varepsilon_k \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial t_k}} \quad (A.17)
\]

The above expression allows cross-price derivatives to be correlated either with \( \varepsilon \) or with \( \gamma \). Restricting ourselves to one form of correlation at a time, with no correlation between the correlated pair and the remaining residual term, allows us to remove the terms interacting \( \gamma \) and \( \varepsilon \) in the denominator. Note that \( \sum_j \sum_{k \neq j} \gamma_j \varepsilon_k = -\sum_j \gamma_j \varepsilon_j = 0 \) (by construction of the OLS estimate).

Relaxing assumption 3 to allow correlation between cross-price derivatives and \( \gamma \) (a function of \( f \)): If cross-derivatives are large when \( \gamma_j \) and \( \gamma_k \) are similar then the summation involving \( \gamma \) in the denominator of (A.17) becomes larger. Since it is subtracted from the own-price term the fraction grows and \( S \) will decrease relative to the original \( R^2 \) measure. This is the result described under item (1) in Section 3.5.

Relaxing assumption 3 to allow correlation between cross-price derivatives and \( \varepsilon \): The same terms involving \( \varepsilon \) are present in both the numerator and denominator. If cross-derivatives are large when \( \varepsilon_j \) and \( \varepsilon_k \) are similar then the numerator and denominator decline equally. Since the denominator is larger (if there was any information in \( f \)) the fraction shrinks and \( S \) will increase relative to the original \( R^2 \) measure. This is the result described under item (2) in Section 3.5.
Proof of Proposition 2

This follows directly from Proposition 1 and the fact that equation (9) can be written in matrix notation as:

$$\min_b DWL(\tau) = -\frac{1}{2} e^T D e$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.18)

where $D$ is the matrix of own- and cross-price derivatives of demand, the vector $e = \phi - Fb$ in which $\phi$ is the vector of product-specific externalities, $F$ is the matrix of product attribute values including a constant, and $b = (\alpha \beta)'$ is the vector of policy coefficients. Now redefine $D^* = -D$, so that the problem becomes to minimize $e^T D^* e$. This is exactly the definition of a generalized least squares estimation.\(^{43}\)

Proof of Proposition 3

We first show that under assumptions 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6, the second-best policy is $\alpha = 0$ and $\beta = \bar{r}$. Consider an OLS policy $\tau_{js} = \alpha + \beta f_j$. Residuals are given by $\phi_{js} - (\alpha + \beta f_j) = (r_s - \beta)f_j - \alpha$, which uses the fact that $\phi_{js} = r_s f_j$. By equation (13), the deadweight loss from this OLS policy is:

$$-2DWL(\tau = \alpha + \beta f_j) = \sum_{s=1}^S \sum_{j=1}^J \sum_{k=1}^J e_{js} e_{ks} \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}}$$

$$= \sum_{s=1}^S \sum_{j=1}^J \sum_{k=1}^J ((r_s - \beta)f_j - \alpha)((r_s - \beta)f_k - \alpha) \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}}$$

$$= \sum_{s=1}^S (r_s - \beta)^2 \sum_{j=1}^J \sum_{k=1}^J f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}} - \alpha \sum_{s=1}^S (r_s - \beta) \sum_{j=1}^J \sum_{k=1}^J (f_j + f_k) \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}}$$

$$+ \alpha^2 \sum_{j=1}^J \sum_{k=1}^J \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}}$$

$$= \sum_{j=1}^J \sum_{k=1}^J f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}} \times \sum_{s=1}^S (r_s - \beta)^2, \hspace{1cm} (A.19)$$

where the third equality follows from assumption 5 (common demand system in each market), which implies that $\frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}} = \frac{\partial x_{ja}}{\partial t_{ka}} \forall q, s$. The fourth equality follows from the two facts. First, under assumption 6 (no substitution to the outside good), $\sum_{j=1}^J \sum_{k=1}^J \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}} = 0$ so the final term (with $\alpha^2$) is zero. Second, under quasilinearity, the demand matrix is symmetric, so $\sum_{j=1}^J \sum_{k=1}^J f_j \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}} = \sum_{j=1}^J \sum_{k=1}^J f_k \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}}$, and under assumption 6 (no substitution to the outside good), these terms are equal to zero: $\sum_{j=1}^J \sum_{k=1}^J f_j \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}} = \sum_{j=1}^J f_j \sum_{k=1}^J f_k \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}} = \sum_{j=1}^J f_k \times 0 = 0$. Thus, both terms involving $\alpha$ are equal to zero, and deadweight loss is reduced to only the first term involving $\beta$.

\(^{43}\)Note that $D^*$ is positive definite and symmetric in the case of quasilinear utility, as it is the negative of the Slutsky matrix, which is negative definite and symmetric. In that case, the solution is $b^{GLS} = (F^T D^* F)^{-1} F^T D^* \phi$.  
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The α terms cancel because α is just a lump sum transfer between the government and consumers. Given assumption 6, with revenue-recycling, the constant has no effect on welfare and the optimal α is undetermined. We set it to zero, which makes the tax rate an unbiased estimate of the externality. To find the second-best policy, we minimize deadweight loss (maximize expression A.19) with respect to β. The first-order condition is:

$$\frac{\partial \text{DWL}}{\partial \beta} = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}} \times \sum_{s=1}^{S} (r_s - \beta) = 0. \tag{A.20}$$

Rearranging yields the solution: \( \beta = \bar{\tau} \). Given this second-best policy, we now calculate the deadweight loss of the second-best policy and the deadweight loss of a constant unbiased tax. The deadweight loss from the second-best policy is given by equation (A.19) for \( \tau_j = \bar{r} f_j \):

$$-2\text{DWL}(\tau = \bar{r} f_j) = \sum_{s=1}^{S} (r_s - \bar{r})^2 \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}}$$

$$= S \times \text{var}(r_s) \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}}. \tag{A.21}$$

The constant unbiased tax equals \( \tau = k = \bar{r} \bar{f} \). The resulting deadweight loss is:

$$-2\text{DWL}(\tau = k) = \sum_{s=1}^{S} \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} e_{js} e_{ks} \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}}$$

$$= \sum_{s=1}^{S} \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} (r_s f_j - \bar{r} \bar{f})(r_s f_k - \bar{r} \bar{f}) \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}}$$

$$= \sum_{s=1}^{S} r_s^2 \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}} + S \bar{r}^2 \bar{f}^2 \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}} - S \bar{r}^2 \bar{f} \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} (f_j + f_k) \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}}$$

$$= S \times E(r_n^2) \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}}, \tag{A.22}$$

where, as detailed above in the derivation of equation A.19, the third equality follows from common markets (assumption 5) and the latter two terms are zero because of the no outside good assumption (assumption 6).

The fraction of the first-best welfare gain achieved by this second-best policy over a policy of a constant unbiased tax on all products can now be calculated as:
\[
\frac{DWL(\tau = \bar{r} f_j) - DWL(\tau = k)}{DWL(\tau = \phi) - DWL(\tau = k)} = \frac{\frac{1}{2} S \times (E(r_s^2) - \text{var}(r_s)) \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial x_{ks}}}{\frac{1}{2} S \times E(r_s^2) \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial x_{ks}}} = 1 - \frac{\text{var}(r_s)}{E[r_s^2]},
\]

(A.23)

Moving to the fixed-effects intuition follows directly from de-meaning the regression at the level of the (region \(s\)) fixed-effects and calculating \(R^2\) in the resulting regression (the definition of the within-\(R^2\)). This amounts to a regression of \(\phi_{js} - r_s \bar{f}\) on \(f_j - \bar{f}\). The total sum of squares is:

\[
TSS = \sum_{s=1}^{S} \sum_{j=1}^{J} (\phi_{js} - r_s \bar{f})^2 = \sum_{s=1}^{S} \sum_{j=1}^{J} (r_s (f_j - \bar{f}))^2 = \sum_{s=1}^{S} r_s^2 \sum_{j=1}^{J} (f_j - \bar{f})^2 = S \times E[r_s^2] \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} (f_j - \bar{f})^2.
\]

(A.24)

A standard derivation of OLS shows that the slope is \(\bar{r}\), and the constant is 0. The OLS residuals from the regression are therefore given by \(\phi_{js} - r_s \bar{f} - \bar{r}(f_j - \bar{f}) = r_s f_j - r_s \bar{f} - (\bar{r} f_j - \bar{r} \bar{f}) = (r_s - \bar{r})(f_j - \bar{f})\). Now compute the sum of squared residuals:

\[
SSR = \sum_{s=1}^{S} \sum_{j=1}^{J} [(r_s - \bar{r})(f_j - \bar{f})]^2 = \sum_{s=1}^{S} (r_s - \bar{r})^2 \sum_{j=1}^{J} (f_j - \bar{f})^2 = S \times \text{var}(r_s) \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} (f_j - \bar{f})^2.
\]

(A.25)

Now we can compute within-\(R^2\) as:

\[
\text{within-}R^2 = 1 - \frac{SSR}{TSS} = 1 - \frac{S \times \text{var}(r_s) \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} (f_j - \bar{f})^2}{S \times E[r_s^2] \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} (f_j - \bar{f})^2} = 1 - \frac{\text{var}(r_s)}{E[r_s^2]},
\]

(A.26)

Proof of Corollary 2

As demonstrated in equation (A.22), the deadweight loss for a constant unbiased tax \(\tau = k = \bar{r} \bar{f}\) equals:
\[-2\text{DWL}(\tau = k) = S \times E(r^2_s) \times \sum_{j=1}^J \sum_{k=1}^J f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}} + S \bar{r}^2 f^2 \times \sum_{j=1}^J \sum_{k=1}^J \left( \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{js}} + \sum_{k \neq j} \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}} \right) \]

\[\times \left( \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{js}} + \sum_{k \neq j} \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}} \right) \]

\[-2S \bar{r}^2 \bar{f} \times \sum_{j=1}^J f_j \left( \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{js}} + \sum_{k \neq j} \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}} \right) \]

\[= S \times E(r^2_s) \times \sum_{j=1}^J \sum_{k=1}^J f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}} + S \bar{r}^2 f^2 \times \sum_{j=1}^J \left( 1 - \theta_j \right) \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{js}} \]

\[-2S \bar{r}^2 \bar{f} \times \sum_{j=1}^J f_j \left( 1 - \theta_j \right) \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{js}} \]

\[= S \times E(r^2_s) \times \sum_{j=1}^J \sum_{k=1}^J f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_{js}}{\partial t_{ks}} - S \bar{r}^2 f^2 \times J(1 - \bar{\theta}) \frac{\partial x_{j}}{\partial t_{j}}, \tag{A.28} \]

where the last equality follows from assumption 3 and two other simplifying assumptions that we make here: \( f_j \) and \( \theta_j \) are uncorrelated, and \( \theta_j \) and \( \frac{\partial x_{j}}{\partial t_{j}} \) are uncorrelated. These are assumptions for expositional convenience—they imply that the overall market size effects of different products are not related to the attribute or own-price derivatives and so the summation terms collapse to expressions of the mean.

In this case, the sign of the second term in equation (A.28) depends upon whether \( \bar{\theta} \) is greater than, equal to, or less than 1. (Without the simplifying assumptions, the same sign is pivotal, but the result will depend on weighted averages of \( \theta \).) When \( \bar{\theta} = 1 \), the second term in (A.28) equals
zero and Proposition 1 holds. The overall market size (outside good) effect grows in importance when \( \hat{\theta} \) deviates more from 1, or when demand is more elastic (\( \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial x_j} \) is more negative). Note that it would be unusual for \( \hat{\theta} > 1 \), which would imply a “sectoral Giffen good”—that is, on average across products in a sector, increase in individual product prices cause the overall market to expand. We thus assume that \( \hat{\theta} \leq 1 \).

We can now evaluate the relative welfare improvement of the second-best linear tax vs. the constant tax:

\[
\frac{DWL(\tau = \bar{\tau} f_j) - DWL(\tau = k)}{DWL(\tau = \phi) - DWL(\tau = k)} = \frac{\frac{1}{2} S \times \text{var}(r_s) \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_j x_k}{\partial x_k} + \frac{1}{2} S \times E(r_s^2) \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_j x_k}{\partial x_k} - \frac{1}{2} JS \bar{r}^2 f(1 - \hat{\theta}) \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial x_j}}{\frac{1}{2} S \times E(r_s^2) \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_j x_k}{\partial x_k} - \frac{1}{2} JS \bar{r}^2 f(1 - \hat{\theta}) \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial x_j}}
\]

\[= \frac{1 - S \times \text{var}(r_s) \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_j x_k}{\partial x_k}}{S \times E(r_s^2) \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_j x_k}{\partial x_k} - JS \bar{r}^2 f(1 - \hat{\theta}) \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial x_j}}
\]

\[= 1 - \frac{S \times \text{var}(r_s) \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_j x_k}{\partial x_k}}{S \times E(r_s^2) \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_j x_k}{\partial x_k} - JS \bar{r}^2 f(1 - \hat{\theta}) \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial x_j}}
\]

\[
(A.29)
\]

It follows directly from equation (A.29) that \( \hat{\theta} < 1 \) implies that the \( R^2 \) overstates the fraction of the first-best welfare gain achieved by this second-best policy over a policy of a constant tax on all products (note that the numerator and first term of the denominator in the fraction below are negative):

\[
\frac{DWL(\tau = \bar{\tau} f_j) - DWL(\tau = k)}{DWL(\tau = \phi) - DWL(\tau = k)} = 1 - \frac{S \times \text{var}(r_s) \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_j x_k}{\partial x_k}}{S \times E(r_s^2) \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_j x_k}{\partial x_k} - JS \bar{r}^2 f(1 - \hat{\theta}) \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial x_j}}
\]

\[< 1 - \frac{S \times \text{var}(r_s) \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_j x_k}{\partial x_k}}{S \times E(r_s^2) \times \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{J} f_j f_k \frac{\partial x_j x_k}{\partial x_k} - JS \bar{r}^2 f(1 - \hat{\theta}) \frac{\partial x_j}{\partial x_j}} = 1 - \frac{\text{var}(r_s)}{E(r_s^2)} = \text{within-}R^2.
\]

\[
(A.30)
\]

**B Appendix: Additional Empirical Results**

**Sensitivity to outliers**

Table B.1 shows the sensitivity of \( R^2 \) to different treatments of observations with very high VMT-at-death. The first two rows indicate that dropping observations with VMT above one million miles hardly affects \( R^2 \). Rows 3-6 indicate that, starting from the full sample, winsorizing at progressively lower VMT levels slightly increases \( R^2 \). For example, in the fourth row, any observation that has a reported odometer rating above 600,000 miles is recoded as having exactly 600,000 miles. Its gasoline consumption is recalculated assuming the new odometer reading, and the observation is
then averaged along with all other observations from the same VIN10-prefix. The table reports OLS and WLS results, restricting the sample to model years 1988 to 1992 and to VIN10-prefixes with at least 200 observed retirements.

Table B.1: Regression $R^2$ Using Winsorized Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VIN-pre averages, model years 1988-1992, models with $N \geq 200$</th>
<th>OLS</th>
<th>WLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All odometer readings</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop if odometer $\geq 1,000,000$ miles</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsorize at 1,000,000 miles</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsorize at 600,000 miles</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsorize at 500,000 miles</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsorize at 400,000 miles</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Table shows $R^2$ from regressions of average lifetime gallons consumed on fuel consumption rating. The unit of observation is a VIN10-prefix.

Policies with a “slope bias”

One reason that slope bias might emerge is if there is a correlation between average lifetime mileage and fuel consumption ratings in the data, but the policy is determined as if there were no such correlation. We show here the difference between this “naive” linear tax from the actual second-best. We illustrate this in Figure B.1, which replicates Figure 2, but adds a line that represents the relationship between fuel consumption ratings and lifetime fuel consumption, if all cars (or trucks) were driven the same number of miles, which we set equal to the observed mean in our data. This line represents the best fit line that a policymaker would choose if they knew only the average mileage (separately for cars and trucks) across all vehicles, but did not know the correlation between average mileage and fuel consumption ratings. This is our depiction of a “naive” linear tax, which gets the average shadow price right, but ignores durability completely. Current fuel-economy standards such as CAFE are naive in this way, as the standards are not based on expected VMT. Figure B.1 shows that the naive linear tax differs noticeably from the best linear tax for trucks, but that the difference for cars is small. This mis-pricing represents another source of inefficiency from ignoring heterogeneity in durability. In our case, this inefficiency turns out to be small, so we do not emphasize its implications, though it could be important in other contexts.

C Data Appendix for Application 1

To calculate lifetime mileage for each type of automobile, we use data on vehicle miles traveled (VMT) from California’s vehicle emissions testing program—the Smog Check Program—which is administered by the California Bureau of Automotive Repair. We match the data to a comprehensive registration micro dataset that allows us to infer when a vehicle has been retired. Our analysis
Figure B.1: The Relationship Between Lifetime Gasoline Consumption and Fuel-Efficiency

Note: The unit of observation is a type of vehicle (VIN10-prefix). Gallons consumed is the average across observations for that type. The sample is restricted to models for which we observe at least 200 vehicle retirements from model years 1988 to 1992. Observations with $VMT$ above one million miles are dropped. Solid lines are OLS prediction lines. Dashed lines are linear fits under the assumption that all vehicles are driven the mean number of miles.

is primarily based upon the universe of emissions inspections from 1996 to 2010. An automobile appears in the data for a number of reasons. First, in large parts of the state an emissions inspection is required every other year as a pre-requisite for renewing the registration on a vehicle that is six years or older. Second, vehicles more than four years old must pass a smog check within 90 days of any change in ownership. Third, a test is required if a vehicle moves to California from out-of-state. Vehicles that fail an inspection must be repaired and receive another inspection before they can be registered and driven in the state.\footnote{44}

These data report the location of the test, the unique vehicle identification number (VIN), odometer reading, the reason for the test, and test results. We decode the VIN to obtain each vehicle’s make, model, vintage, and engine characteristics. Using this information, we match the vehicles to Environmental Protection Agency data on fuel economy. Because the VIN decoding is only feasible for vehicles made after 1981, our data are restricted to these models. This yields roughly 120 million observations. In our main specification, we define each unique 10-digit VIN-prefix (“VIN10-prefix”) as a unique vehicle type. This is the finest possible differentiation of ex ante identical vehicles in our data, and it delineates a vehicle according to make, model, model year, engine size and, sometimes, also according to transmission, drive type and body style.

Our primary use of the smog check data is to calculate the vehicle’s odometer reading shortly before the vehicle was scrapped.\footnote{45 However, vehicles may leave the smog check data because they}

\footnote{44 There is also a group of exempt vehicles. These are: vehicles of 1975 model-year or older, hybrid and electric vehicles, motorcycles, diesel-powered vehicles, and large natural-gas powered trucks.}

\footnote{45 The actual date of retirement of the vehicle is not the same as the last date of registration. The vehicle’s odometer reading occurs at the last registration date. Rather than imputing the odometer at the moment of scrap using hazard rates, we simply use the last observed reading for reasons of transparency. Such an imputation would be unlikely to have an impact on the $R^2$ in our regressions.
Figure C.2: The Distribution of Vehicle Age at Death for Different Vintages

Censorship bias is a concern because we observe only a subset of all years of retirement for each vehicle type. Vehicles under six years old generally do not appear in the smog check data, so we do not observe the lifetime mileage of cars scrapped at very young ages. And, for vehicles that are not yet retired, or were retired before our data began, we do not observe their mileage at scrap, which creates an age censorship that differs across each vintage. For illustration, Figure C.2 shows the age at retirement of vehicles that appear in our sample for model year 1981 and 1995 vehicles separately. Because our data on retired vehicles span the period from 1996 to 2008, we observe 1981 vehicles that were at least 15 years old at retirement, whereas we observe retirements up to age 13 for 1995 models. This censoring can create (non-classical) mismeasurement, which will be particularly problematic when comparing across cohorts. We however conclude in Section 3.4 that, while censoring moves our primary estimates, we can bound the impacts of censoring to a sufficiently narrow set of values that have a similar qualitative economic conclusion (which is that ignoring lifetime heterogeneity induces large inefficiencies).

---

46Our smog check data extend to 2010, but we must observe a two year window after a vehicle's last smog check to know if it has missed its next required check. Thus, we identify vehicle retirements that occurred between 1996 and 2008.